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What existential premises, what artifacts are walked
through to make it possible for a person to step assuredly
in reality?

What soope exists for the fname shape?

Are

there doorways all peoples have to frame, and 1s there a
limited stock to choose fram?

These were questions motiva

ting the research whioh this paper reports.
Florence Kluckhohn suggests problems which all peoples
must solve with a limited number of solutions available, and
which are represented in all cultures, varying only in their
hierarchal presence.

In her book, Variations in Value Orien

tations, she presents her assumptions and hypotheses, which
are summarized below:

"1) There are a limited number of common problems for
which all people at all times must find some solution.
2) While there is variability in solutions of all the
problems, it is neither limitless nor random but is definitely
variable within a range of possible solutions
3) All alternatives of all solutions are present in all
sooieties at all times, but are differentially preferred."l
The universality of some human problems elicits approxi
mately the same answers, but there is also a variability in
the ways of life people build for themselves. Simplifying and
organizing the environment to fit a culture's view creates
group

unity 1n oognitive and affective behavior. An individual

will vary from the norm, but only as a variation of the group's
~ental-feellngtt

outlook.

Basic biological and psychological

differences, and various necessary divisions of labor will
produce required and permitted variations

in value orientations.
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" Value orientations are complex but definitely patterned
(rank-ordered) principles, resulting from the transactional
interplay or three analytically distinguishable elements of
the evaluative process - the oognitive, the affective, and
the directive elements - which give order and direction to
the ever-flowing stream of human acts and thoughts as these
relate to the solutions of 'cammon human t problems. "2
The oognitive and arfective elements are alive in the
oontent of an orientation - its forms and norms.

The oapacity

and predisposition towards directlveness in behavior is a
biological given in human beings whioh permits integration
and continuity of learned Bocial behavior through time. A
static conoeption of a society results from viewing only
dominant orientations; a dynamic one can ripen from Viewing
variations and their fluctuating strengths.
The five universal problems facing all sooietles g singled
out by Kluckhohn, are:
" 1. What is the character of innate human nature?
( human nature orientation)
2. What is the relation of
nature) 1

m~n

to nature (and super

(man-nature orientation)

3. What is the temporal focus or human life?
(time orientation)
4. What is the modality or human actiVity?

( actiVity orientation )
5. What 1s the modality of man's relationship to other
men?

(relational orientation )

n

3
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( Limitations or resources prohibited Mrs. Kluckhohn
from exploring the various orientations of good and evil
[human Dature orlentatior:D during her stUdy of rive commu
nities in the southwestern portion of the United States,
and this orientation 1s thererore not included in tbe focus
of this paper.)
Possible solutions to the problem of man's orientation
to nature are three-fold.

A feeling of subjugation

forces controlling life plants

8

to the

cover of ineVitability over

the environment, breeding a fatalistic resignation in the
individual as he helplessly

faces the vagaries of fortune,

weather, aod health. "What the Lord wl11a will occuro"

A

oontrary orientation wl1l also rise manifest in every society.
Natural forces will be overoome, rendered harmless, or shaped,
harnessed, and utilized for man's benefit.

"The Lord helps

those who help themselves." Technology develops. Man also bas
to integrate himself with the environment, feeling no real
separation between man, nature, and supernature, each being
an extension of the others.

As a single facet's movement

is reflected throughout the multiple universes of Indrats
net, man's behavior, particularly

his moral and oeremonial

behavior, produces continuous repercussions 1n the fUDctioning
of the

co~oa.

the universe

Drought might be the harmonious reaction of
to misplaaed behavior.

A balanae favorable to

man is maintained or upset with every action.
A past orientation, one or three possible temporal
orientations rank-ordered by all societies, is dominant in
cultures such a8 that of traditional China, where nothing

~-

new ever happened , or ever should happen.

People modeled

themselves after past patterns, and any deviation from the
model was bad because of its deviation. Ancestor worship and
strong family traditions are aspects of the dominant Chinese
temporal outlook.

Kluckhobn's example of a people having

the present time alternative in a first-ordered position is
the Spaniah-Americana, who pay little attention to What has
happened in the past, view the future as vague and uncertain,
and do little planning or hoping for a better life. " Life
goes up and down. It's best to take things as they happen."
The rare firat-ordering of future time is exemplified by
middle-class Americans. Progress is projected into an always
bigger and better future evolving naturally, continually ask
ing present sacrifices and preparations for the next step in
11fe.

The new is better than the old by definition, and no-ooe

wanta to be labeled "old-fashioned." Youth is the group with
a "future",

and people over thirty are discounted as having

too much past.
Kluckbohn suggests three alternate modes of activity.
Beiog " ••• is a preference for the kind of activity which is
a spontaneous expression of what is conceived to be
in the human peraonalityo" 4

It is

8

1

given

I

non-developmental

attitude toward action emphasizing fulfillment of impUlses
and desires - within the proper channels, of course. Beiog
in-Becoming, like Being, emphasizes what a buman is rather
than what he can acoomplish, but is developmental. It stresses
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the perfectability of man, and the striving to meet an ideal
mode of being, such as the development of all aspects of the
self into an integrated whole. Middle-class Americans are
chiefly involved with the Doing alternative. This looks to
the type of activity resulting in accomplishments measured
by standards external to the human being.

Its measurable

quality of interchangeability tends to develop competition
in behavior.

The concrete activities

of individuals

in

complex situations, and the moral codes governing these
activities. usually refleot all the orientations simulta
neously, but stressed in hierarchal order.

(Kluokhohn

was not able to include the Being-in-Becoming orientation
in her research, and it is bence only intermittently dealt
with in this paper.)
In all sooieties, man's relations with other men follow
Collateral, Lineal, and Individual relational principles,
with differing emphases. A Collateral extension of relation
ships to biological and classifioatory relatives includes
moderate independence from other groups, and the primacy of
the goals of the group over individual ends.

Members are

encouraged to fulfill other goals a8 long a8 these goals
support, or at least are not in conflict with those of the
group.

A Lineally oriented society includes similar groups

with the addition of oontinuity through time maintained by
ordered positional succession. Usually the oldest person, or
oldest man, is the leader. When men are individualistically
oriented,

8D

employee may have oampany loyalties, but he would
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be considered a fool if he refused a better position for
himself. itA man and his family have to take care of themselves."
TABLE

Orientation
Man-Nature

Postulated Range of Variations
Subjugationto-Nature

Past

Time

ActiVity
Relational

1

Being
Llneality

Harmony
with-Nature

Mastery"!"
over-Nature

Present

Future

(Being-in .=:.\:
Becominp;)
Collaterality

Doing
Individual.lam

(Adapted from Kluckhohn, page 12)
Kluckhohn asserts that the patterning of these orienta
tions ia the most important kind of variation there is between
cultures, sinoe they are central to the structuring of any
society, and as such are a key to understanding rates of
8001al change.

n

Roles, to the extent that they are determined

by value orientations, are ordered into an interlocking net
work of the dominant and the variant, for which the dominant
rank-ordering of value orientations is the integrating thread. nS
"Basic change is ••• the result of the interplay of internal
variations and external forces. which are themselves variable. n6
Variant patterns and individuals are needed to relieve strains
created by dominant orientations. Since those parts of a system
most stressful are most

s~sceptible

to change, an increased

prevalenoe in the SOCiety of these variants would signal a
change and mark its direction.
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n The rate and degree of assimilation of any ethnic
group to (another) dominant • • • oulture will depend 1n
large part upon the goodness of fit of the group's own
rank-orderin~

of value orientations with that of the domi

nant culture." 7

It is much easier to shift a second and

third order, or a first with a second rank-order preference
than

8

strong first with

weak third order.

8

Such an extreme

dislocation, with its concomitant role shake-up, would cause
much greater social and personal disorientation.
While neither Japan nor India are purposefully trying
to assimilate We8tern culture as a whole, they are adapting
parts of it; the necessity for total integration within

8

culture is axiomatic. Metal plows, and the local production
of supersonic aircraft brings clocks, extensive secondary
relationships, and the break-up of patrllocalityo Differences
of political experiences, lingUistic unity, and outside
stimuli oertainly affected Japanese and Indian responses
to the West, but Kluckhobn's assertion that the similarity
of basic value orientations is the moat important faotor in
rates of acculturation is suggestively consistent with the
basic value patterning of pre-Western India and Japan. The
orientations of these sooieties and those of the United
States are presented later.
To be able to draw a complete profile of a society's
basic value orientations 1n a comparatively brief period of
time. Kluckhohn developed

8

twenty-two item questionnaire

addressing an informant's Man-Nature,

~ime,

Activity, and
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Relational rank-orderings.

By administering her instrument

to a representative cross-section of a population, 1n inter
views lasting approximately one and a half hours, she can
map a sooiety's basic orientations with little effort, com
pared with the months and years spent by participant observers.
To test her method; five Arizona communities spaced within a
twenty mile radiUS, with oammon environmental conditions and
widely differing oultures were chosen. The values of the Zuni,
Navaho, Mormon, Spanish-American, and Texas Homestead oommuni
ties had emerged fairly clearly from previous studies. The
results of Kluokhobn's teat, when measured against these
atudies, demonstrated that her questionnaire did indeed measure
accurately variations in the value orientations of these
oommunities.
Each of the items in the questionnaire presents a situ
ation cammon to most rural cultures, and posits alternate
solutions presenting the hypothesized alternatives to that
orientation.
~

An example:

7. Help in Misfortune
Relational orientation
A man had a crop failure, or, let us say, had lost

most of his sheep or cattle. He and bis family had to have help
from someone if they were going to get through the winter. There
are different ways of getting help. Which of these three ways
would be best?
Would it be best if he depended mostly on his
Cellateral

brothers and sisters or other relatives all to
help him out as much as each one could?
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Would it be best fOr him to try to raise the
Individual

money on his own outside the community (his own
people) from people who are neither relatives
nor employers?
Would it be best for him to go to a boss or to

Lineal

an older important relative who is used to
man,ging things in this group, and ask him to
help out until things get better?

Which way of getting the help do you think would usually be
best?
Which way of getting help do you think is next best?
Which way do you think you yourself would follow?
Which way do you think most other people in
think best?

ft-·

would

8

There are seven items directed to the relational
oi11entation, and five to each of the other threeo

Kluckhohn

mentions the need to alter the content of the questionnaire'
to meet different situations; 1n Japan, with its ample rainfall,
a question referring to organizing people to dig a well could
be changed to bridge construction, etc.
This questionnaire structured my research.

As I read

the papers of ethnographers, travelers, missionaries, and
other miscellaneous observers of Trobriand, Alorese, Hindu,
Tibetan, Sherpan, Japanese, and Penobscot cultures, I looked
for the answers to Kluckbobn's questionnaire. Several authors,
for example, reported the politics of bridge building in
rural Japan.

Value orientation patterns coalesced. Persons
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with an extensive and intimate knowledge of Japan and of
India answered the full schedule as they felt the respective
peasants of pre-Western influence would have responded.
They disoussed their answers and the results of my previous
researoh. Their confirmation inspired a bit of confidence
in the validity of my method.

The following chapters

report and explicate the value orientations of these Beven
societies.

I

The

Hindus

This pilot chapter about the Hindus 1a an extended one,
demonstrating

the method followed with each of the seven

societies studied. Kluckhohn's directing questions are given,
the evidence used to formulate

the answers to those questions

is presented, and a value, profile emerges. In the 8ubsequent
chapters, the value profile is reported and illu"s'trated
wi thout the cumbersome process, reproduced each time.

India speaks with hundredS of different lang,uages and
dialects; olothing, housing, and cooking styles vary with the
regions. Although before the British came India never was
8

nation expanded to its present boundaries, a central core

of cultural unity has long existed. As the Aryans

spread

across India long before the Christian era, they combined
their pantheistic supplication to the fierce and beautiful
gods of nature with the native Dravidian mother goddesses,
1
and the ideal of quiet meditation and self development.

By the ninth century A.D., after the absorption of Buddhism
waS completed, the vastly complex religion of Hinduiam had
spread over most of India, and was a central foroe organizing
the ideas, attitudes, and socia.l structures of the population.
"Life 1s looked upon as a (Bindu) rite."

:5

There have been

subsequent invaders, and,many tribes in remote regions were
never affected, but because of their commonly shared Hindu
outlook. the value orlentationa of village residents wbose
anoestors have remained stationary and have been devout
Hindus for more than nine hundred years are homogeneous,

2

II
whether they speak Marath1, Urdu, or any other of India's
multiple tongues. This unity permits us to draw a single
profile of traditional, r'ural, Hindustan.
India's villages have only recently been modified by
the impact of the modern West. The inhabitants' awareness
of traditional patterns and of the changes brought by "the
new wind" 1s

keen~

Because the old and the new are clearly

separated 1n the sources used for this paper, it was not a
difficult matter to decide which information was relevant
to this study of traditional Indian society as it existed
before Western influence. Frequently the manner of a Villages
response to a different value system helped to reveal its
traditional structure.
Since I was unable to

a~inister

Kluckhohn's questionnaire

to a cross-section of Indian tleasantry, written sources were
used to provide two types of inrormation. The first type
directly answered a question in Kluckhobn's schedule. For
example,

8.

report of an anthropolog1st stating the patterns

of inheritance in the village he stUdied was used a9 a
direct answer to Kluckhohn' s que,stion

concerning inheri taDce

patterns. I have assumed that an informant would respond with
the same information concerning his activities, if directly
queried, as did the anthropologist. An author's tendency to
report only dominant patterns, at

t~es

made it difficult

to evaluate the str'ength of sec'ond and third ordered
orientations. Incidents reported by novelists and journalists
were frequently helpful in this regard. The second type of
information revealed behavior which did not directly answer

III
a specific question of Kluckhohn's, but was nevertheless
clearly related to one of our orientations. Often this
would be an observer's general observation concerning an
orientation as a whole, rather than a specific fact of
the first type. Questions which concerned behavior, suah
as the Relational questions, were easier to find relevant

information for, since information of the first type could
readily be used; questions concerning attitudes, such as
Man-Nature questions, were dealt with utilizing predominately
information of the second type.
The seven questions Kluckhohn used to establish

the

modality of ber inrormants,1 Relational orientation are
quoted below:
1) When, a community has to make arrangements! for wate,r,

sucb as drill 8 well, there are three dlf'fe,re,nt ways
they can decide to arrange things like location, and
who is go,lng to do the work.
There are same communities where it is mainly
A.
(Lineal) the old.s'r or rec.ognized leaders of the important
faml11es who dec,ide the plans. Everyone, usually
accepts what they have to say without much
discussion since they are the onea who are used
to deciding such things and are the ones who
have had the most experience.
Therel are' a,ome communities where' In,ost people
(Collateral) In the group have a part in making the plansD
Lots 'of diffe·rent pe.ople talk, but n'othing
is done until elmost everyone comes to agree
as to what is best to be done.
B,o

There are some communities where everyone
Co
(Individual) holds to his own opinion, and What the
largest number want, as decided by a vote,
they dO, Biven though there are still a very
great ma~y people who disagree and object
to the action .. 
Which way do you think is usually best in such cases?
Which of the other two ways do you think is better?
Which way of all three ways do you th nk moat others
in ________ would usuallly think best?

TV
~) A man had a crop failure. or, let us say, had lost
most of his sheep or cattle. He and his family had to
have help from someone if they were going to get through
the winter. There are different ways: of getting help.
Which of these three ways would be best?

B.
Would it be best if he depended mostly on
(Collateral) his brothers and sisters or other relatives
all to help him out as much as each one
could?
Would it be bes't for him to raiae the money
Co
(IndiVidual) on his own outside the community (his own
people) fram people who are neither relatives
nor employers?
A.
(Lineal)

Would it be
to an older
to managing
to help out

best for him to go to a boss or
imoortant relative who is used
things in his group, and ask him
until things get better?

Which way of getting the help do you think would
usually be best?
Second best?
Other people 1n
3) I'm going to tell you about three different waye
ramilies can arrange work. These families are related
and they live close tog&ther.

In some group'si ( or communi ties) it is
C.
(IndiVidual) usually expected that each of the separate
families (by which we mean just husband,
wife, and children) will look after its
own business separate from all otbers and
not be responsible for. the others.

A.

(Lineal)

In some groups (or communities) it 1s usually
expected that the families wr~ch are closely
related to each other will work together and
have the oldest able person be responsible
tor and take charge of most important things.

In same groups (or co~munities) it is usually
B.
(Collateral) expected that the close relatives In the
families will work together and talk over among
themselves the way to take care. of whatever
problems come up. When a boss is needed they
usually choose (get) one person. not necessarily
the oldest able person. to manage things.
Whioh of tbese 'ways dO you think 1s usually best in most
casest

v
Whioh of the other two ways do you think is better?
Wblcb WQuid most people 1n
think best?

(co:mmuni'ty like yours) 1s to
send ~ d&le~9te - a represent&tive- to a ms&ting away
from here. :(Thia can be any sort of meeting.)' How w'111
this delegate be chosen?
4) A group like y'ours

B.
Is it best that a meeting be called and everyone
(Collateral) disou~s things until almost everyone agrees
so that when a vote is ~aken almost all
people would agree on the same person?
II 1 t best 'that the oIde'r_ 1m.:port,ant_ leaders
take t,he main responsibi11ty for deciding who

should represe,at the people' 81noe they are
the ones Who have had long experience in auch
matters?

c.
Is it best that a meeting be called. names
(Individ.ual) be put up. a vote taken, then send the man
who gets the majority ot votes even if there
are many people who are still against this
lIlan?

Which of these ways of choosing 1s usually best in
osses like this:'
Which of thes'e ways' is second best?
Which would most people in
think best?
5) There are three ways in which
themselves hire othors may work.

me~

who do not

Co
One way is working on one's own as an individual.
(Indl,vi,dual) In this case a man is pre,tty JD:pch his own bOBS ..
He deo1d,e,s most th1ngs himself. and bow he geta
along 1n his own business. He only has to take
care of himself and he doesn't expect otbers
t,o lOQ,k out fo,r him.,

Bo
One way ls working io a group of men where
(Collateral) all the men work together without there
being one main boss. Every man has something
to say ln the decigions that are made. and
all the men can count on one another.

A.

(Linoal)

One way 1s working for an owner, a big boss,
or a man who bas been running things for a
long time .. In this case, the men do not take
part lnl deciding how the business will. be
run" but they know that they can depend upon
the boss t'o help them out 1n many ways.

Whdch of these ways Is usually best for a man who does
not hire others?

VI
Which of these ways is next beat?
Which would most other people in

think best?

6) Some sons a.nd daughter,s have been left some livestock
(sheep or cattle) by a father or 8 mother who haa died.
All these sons and daughters are grown up, and they
live nea~ each other .• There are three dlffe rent ways
they can run the, livestock.
l

In SOMe groups of people it 1s ~pected that the
A..
(Lineal) oldest able person w1l1 take charge of, or ma,nage,
all the stock b81~ by h±mself and his brothers
and sisters.

c.
In s'ome groups of people it 1.9 usually expected
(Individual) that eaoh of the s'ons and daughters, w111 prefer
to take his share of' the stock and run bis or
her business complete,ly separately from all
the othere.
B.
In same groups of people 1t is usually e~pected
(Collateral) that all the sons and daughters w111 keep all
the1r cattle and sheep together and work
together, and decide among themselves who is
best able to take care of things, not nece'ssarily
the oldest, wben a boas 1s needed.
dOl you think 1s usually bestt
do you think second best?
Which do you think most others in

Whl,ch way
~~oh

---_..... would

think bast?

7) Some sons and daughters have been left sQme farm
and grazing land by a tather or' mather who has died.
All these sons and daughters are grown and live near
each other. There are three ways they can handle the
property.

( The tbre,t alternatives are the same as those 10 question

#6 above.)

In the s,our-ces, direct answers to these questions
were found. For the first question, Kluckhohn assures us
that any community aotion, s'ucb as clearing out a pond, or

building a school, could be referred to by this que,stio'n.
Included as answers to the questions are any r.eports with
the es:sent1al information. The following extr.acts conc'erning

decision making in Hindu villages were considered relevant
aa souroes of information for answering the flrs't question

VII

about arrangements for building a camIDunity well.
The theoretical assumption behind the democratic system
based on voting 1s that the 1ndividual is an independent,
thinking being capable and ready to make his own
decisions. However, in a kinship-organized society,
such as village Rampur, it is the large extended
family lhich is the basic unit for most decision
making.

A Panchayat (literally a council of five) is a group
of recognized leaders (emphasis on age and seniority)
whQ meet to pass on jud1claI cases or problems, or who
convene to plan some undertaking or cgurae of' procedure
in a matter requiring unified actioD.
The establishment of a new sohool, problems concerning
land consolidation, the sending of a delegation to the
revenue department - in all these ~tters the village
paDcbayat played the dominant role.
Among the panchayat, decisions were reaohed through
dlscussiog and majority pressures leading to unanimous
deoision.
It 1s clear that the lineage and the faction are cot
synonymous. However, they seem to have been so about
a hundred years ago when only two ~actlons existed,
each 8 lineage of a single clan.~. Hostile factions
will unite to build a well, etc.~
Leadership depends upon: wealth, family reputation,
age, geneologlcal position, personality traits, state
of retirement, education, connectlone and influence
with outsiders, and f1.nall.y, numerical strength of
family and I1neage. 10
Leadership in Rampur is limited to faotion leadership
acd is, primarily of a protective and defensive nature
in whioh each faotion or combination of factions defends
its family interests. The leader is essentially a
spokesman for a r&~ily or a group of related families
and has little authority to make indi~endent decisions
or to exeroise power over the group.
(In Namballl, a village 1n Sout~ India) the headmen of
every family bave to unanimously agree to do anyth1ng. 12
(Tbe southern village of) Elephant is a theocracy
ruled absolutely by its priest and a few leading men. 13
From these excerpts the answer to our first question
is a very strong first choice preference for the I1nela1
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alternative; it is the older or recognized leaders of the
~portant

families who decide the plans. The lineal

orientation is so strong that it tends to obscure the
second choice of alternative. However, a oollateral
orientation can be seen on two important levels.A faction
which historically was an extended family, consisted of
approximately ten to twenty nuolear

f~liesl

though it

often included many more. It is the leader of a faction
who participates in the panchayat with leaders of other
factions. Wb11e 10 the panchayat, a leader cannot freely
make decision,s at his own whim, for he is a representative
seleoted from a:mong the several inter-faotion leaders for
his ability to effectively represent the concensua of the
faction. His "selection" haa occurred over a period of many
years aa an informal process. One reason for bis rise to
eminence is his humility; if he were to try to dictate
policy, he would instantly lose his position. A leader ia
a powerful molder of faction opinion, but he eannot
represent his group until a unanimous decision is reached.
The panohayat is the second place where a preference for
the collateral orientation over the individual emerges
from the data concerning this question. Decisions are
strictly una.n1.mous. A single dissention would shelve any
.plan for village a.ction, for in this highly interdependent
society, the withdrawal of a fifth of the population would
produce unbearable conflict.
We can conclude that the first question demonstr-ates
that when arrangements for a cammon community endeavor need
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to be made, the lineal relational orientation dominates the
collateral orientation, which in turn dominates a hardly
evidenoed individual orientation.
The following quotations are typical of the information
used to answer the second question about help 1n misfortune.
Men 1n Gopalpur obtain seed for planting trom the Gauda
(the most powerful man 1n Gopalpur; he dominates the
village), and wea1thy men. At harvest, time, they return
two sacks of grain for every sack borrowed. When there
is a: wedding ot- 8 ne-ed for cash to buy bUllocks, they
borrow money from the same men. The wealthy man helps
them when they encounter econam1c difficulties, or when
their securl ty 1s threatened. by ~he!:r !~emles. The,,.
dare not borrow from any other source.
The relationships between (friends, who compose 8 faotion)
are close and important. Friends le-nd each 'other money
and equipment. They work in eaoh other,ls fields, and when
they need. money, they work together for the same landlord.
Friends giyg each othe~ advice and support each other in
adversity"
Each faction, needs three elements- to survive:
1) It is cohesive enough to aot as a unit,
2) it is a self-sufficient ceremonial unit,
3) it has rich enough members to rent land and make 10&l:1s
to the poor members. 16
Members ot 81 ?actlon do not 'reoto,r loan to or f-rom
anyone else. 1
It was easy to relegate the individual orientation to
third pIa,ce. Although a pe-rson facing mlsfo,rt-une, might today
migrate to the city to look for wor.k, thls

wa~

not a signif1cant

alternative in traditional India. The dominant ohoice is again
the lineal. People generally go to the Gauda" or to an older
important relative who is used to -managing things in his
faction. In addition to support from the wealthy of his
faction" a man' looks espeoially tlo his friends. who may be
first t,o fou.rth cousins. The answers to the second question
sbow that the collateral orientation again backs up the lineal
as a second place alternative.

x
A few selections relevant to thethlrd question
regarding work arrangements are quoted belo...:
The family groups held in comrno'n al~ the famlly property
and often worked together at a common undertaking.
whether agriculture, a craft, or business. By the
efforts of those who Were able. the old and less able
members of the family were supported. The group
respected the authority of the elders 1n gen'ral, but
of the oldest male in particular, who was traditionally
autho~ltarian. It was be who decided if any members of
the family should be allotted money tram the cammon
fsmily fund for a college education or other purposes,
and he made many other decisions reg ardlng their lives. IS
1

In Rampur, eighty-one households were of the extended
type - parents plus married

SO'08

children; sixty-seven were of the
f'aml1y type .19

with their wives and
blo1os1ca~

or nuclear

Trad1 tioDal1y, many more familie,s were of

the extended 'type, but the se"V'ere economic dislocations at
the past a1xty years have caus,ed a s;ubstaotlal increase of
the latter type.
The,
~r1ends

statement entered! under question

tW;Oj

that .faction

help each other in their fields, is relevant here.

the 11neal preference is aglln the normi,,,l th str'ong
support from taction friends indicat1ng that, a collateral
mode of help 1s secondarily p.referred. In the, answers t,o
this question,

We

see the first e'Vidence for the indi'vldual

orientation. Even before the disruptions of the BritiSh
began to severely strain the ,society, brothers occasionally
quarre,led violently, causing them to spl! t up and look after
their business separately.

This was normatively the least

preferred way to arran-g'B one IS wQrk" but .1 t has always held
a plaoe 10 traditional Hindu society.
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Kluckhobn's fourth question concerning selection of

8

delegate would have elicited a response of dominant 11neallty
trom this culture. Beals explains:
Gopalpur creates Its Gauds because the village has e.
need f'or asuper10r being, one be.yond the ordinary.
Someone is needed who can deal with the great forces
at the world outside the village, with government
officials, and with the mysterious high gods. 20
The Gauda represents the village at all outside meetings.
'The only

regu~a.r

oontact with the world

outs1de t·he

regional group of Villages was to make payment, of revenue.

For thi8, n eacb man pays the taxes of his land to (faotion)
headmen (or to the GaUda) who, in turn, pay it to, the
government. n21.

Quoted under questio'n otle i,s the statement

that the panchayat would decide who to send as a Village
delegate if the oocasion arose.
Once again 11neali ty 1,s dominant, supported by the
oollateral aspects of the panchayat. The individualist1c
way of vote-takIng 18 unheard of.
All three a1 ternatives in work arr'angements, referred

~

in question tka could have been found In tI"adi t.lonal India,
and t,hey would follow aUF emerging pattern of rank-ordering.

The question seems to

refe~

to work other than one's usual

farming, which we have seen takes

The most usual form of wage work

81
lSI

11'neally organized form.

to ent'er the employ of

the Gauds, the wealthiest member of one's faction, or same
other big landlord.
available.,

This was the only opportunity generally

When a man needed extra money, he would often

be accompanied by a faction friend 1n a collateral arrangement
as he w,orked.

Quarrel,s or expulsion fr'om one I S jet! (sub...

caste) occasionally forced a man

to seek the third, individualist
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organization.
References to inheritance of livestock were minimal,
and since question number seven is essentially identical
to question six except for the substitution of land for
livestook. excerpts concerning the inheritance of land
will be, ci ted:
The traditional inheritance pattern in R~pur is for
all the s,ons o,f ,8 man to inherit equal shares in bis
land, regardless of their age at the time of his death.
F,ormerly I the patteirn was for the brothers - unless
they bad had same violent quarrel - to ma1ntain the
land and work it In the form 1n which they had received
it from their father. 22

Traditionally, the villagers hav,e held land as joint
families, married brothers and their families living
together and working their iohe~1ted land jointly.
However, during times of economi'c stresls or depression,
there seems to bel a tiet;dency for members of the joint
family to split, up the~r land in'to separate holdings. 2 3
One also inherits one's social position. In this
oaste society, one Inhe'ri ts not only one 's jlob, but also
a,n attachment to a particular set o.f families; a barber"s
great-grandsons will shave b.1s cll'ent,s'l great-grandson'a,
and

DO

others. A mac"'a property and responsibil1 ties are

spIlt evenly between his 90n8. 24
The, dominant, preferred alterna tive here ia the lineal.
In question three we discussed the lineally arranged work
patter'ns that families ut.ilize. As the j'sjmani, or workings
of the caste system, breaks down, the incidence of the
individual ar1entation inoreases.
'The answers t,o these seven questions sketch a consistent
rank-ordering of the Hindu relational orientation: the lineal
is dominant, the collateral orientation 1s ner.t in strength,
and the individual relational orientation holds a weak th1:rd place.
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Supporting the conolusions drawn from the specific
answers 1.13 an immense amount of general information. The
questions probing a sooiety's relational orientation ask
about behavior, and it is relatively easy to find information
concerning concrete actions.

For orientations like the

temporal, the que,st,ions are directed towards a ttl tudes
rather than speoific behavi'or, and 1 t 113 difficult to

find reports of attitudes being expressed in a shape that
exactly f1.ts the questions. EXamples of this type of
general infor.metion,which reveal the Hindu relational
orientations w.ithout answering the specific
Kluokhohn are quoted

questions of

b~low:

The family in Ind!l.a reigns very important 1n the lives
of' all its' members. It is based on the extended or
joint fal'rdly' system and is p,atr11ocal, patrilineal,
and patr1archal .•• 25
The joint family system provided for the community
functioning of all the living ganerat~gns o~ a
given family line. Except in Malabar,
the organization
was patriarchal: father, son, and grandson, with
wives and children and other relatives, often shared
a cornmon home or group of homes'. [The male head of
this community enjoyed almost dictatorial pOWers,
though oustom defined his rights and dut1es. 27
Indian children are loved and spoiled to 8 degree
that no otber children are. From birth to death
the Indian ohild ••• 1s loved and coddled. He may
be grown up, but to bis parents he 1s s,t1'll a ch11d. 28
An Indian man belonging to the academic jet set, who
lost his aged father when he wss' forty years old,
deacl'ibed the feeling of heIple,saneas: and loneliness
he felt for years afterward. Although he was far more
worldly than his father" he suddenly felt like, a slUp
at sea without a com.pass or the stars" tor he bad Dever
take'n 8.0, important step without consttltation with his
father. 29
The scope of aohieved status liea completely circumscribed

by the ascribed:
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The unmarried man r,emslns a. dependent part Qf the
circle of relatives and friends belonging to bis
fatber and older broth,ars ••• Until a manor wom'an
acquire's hi,s belated promotion into the world of
full adults, his position within the faml.1y depends
~ntlrely upon the quality of the work that he does •• o
The young pe~son seeking a place in the world,c~aving
afr's,ctlon" love, a.nd. food, strives for these tp..:rough
hard work. 3D
This is one way the individual orientation is found 1n
tlUs soci,et,y, but it Is outranked by the other orientations.
Marriage arrangements seem to be a good measurement
of lineall ty or lodi71duall ty. When families pers,lst, through
time by posi t10,nal succession, the persoD who is respons'ible
for that family would lIkely be the one to carefully Qver
see this change within the family structure, to insure that
it will be to the family's best interest. In an individually
oriented society, the resulting nuclear

f~lies

do not

persist through tfme. The choice of a mate will not seriously
affect the form of the family of orientation, for a separate
family will be oreated at a different location for whioh the
parents will no longer be held responsible. Because it
dOBS not affect their vital interests, the parents 1n an
individually oriented society tend to leave the choice of
a mate up to tbe children. In traditioDal India, children
rarely saw their mates until the marriage ceremony begaD;
foetuses were often engaged.

Divorce, and remarriage for

widows, were forbidden; when alliances and property were
involved, it was not in the family's interest for these to
be disrupted.
The individual 1s brought to feel that the major
securities and satisfactions of life are to be found
10 the acquisition of Iil. large number of friends and
supporters ••• The most important 8upportersar the

xv
individual are the m&mbers of hIs family ••• kinship,
particularlY kinship through marriage" 1s used to
involve the indlvidua~ in a web of relat10nshipa and
to relate the village itself to other villages. 31
Rampur, like other villages in North India; is funda
mentally a part of a larger intervillage network
based upon kinship ties. Otber villagers are very
often relatives, and entire villages are classified
by the kinship terminology as mother's brother villages,
grandfather v.illages, grandmother Villages, e,te ••••
R~pur 1s a member of 8 four-village unit ••• and of a
twenty-village, unit. These are known as Dabas villag'es.
that is, they are descended from a common ancestor,
Dabas. These-twenty~vl11age units 1n turn are members
of larger intervillage networks whic·h culminate in a
360-village unit, whose Inha~~tant8' aDcestors were all
related in the distant past.
Such regionsl organlzation emphasizes the lineal. orientation
of this societ,y. The jist! ,- a SUb-caste whicb. is the
funotional occupational division ot Hindu society - is
lead by a oouncil of headmen from each of the families
that belong to it. This group of elders is charged with
the responsibili t:y of enforcing caste r.ules' upon everry member
of the j'8ti. Its composition reflects the society' s
linea.lity, and like the faotion groups and panchayats',
it operates in a collateral manner through concensus.
The faotlon groups are les,s f'ormal than the jat!
groups an'd depend

e~en

mare o,n concensus' for their

functioning.
The reticence to delegate authority or leadership
functions to any single individual over 8 period of
time without provision for frequent consultation
wi th his faction member's in decision making 1s an
important and distinctive aspect of the leadership
pat·tern in Rampur. 33
Caste mobility is a contradiction of terms, but it
did exist on a small. scale 1n traditional India, for the
die cast by caste, weren I t irrevocable. At times a lower
jet! group became very prosperous, and could afford to
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spend t'1me learning the texts. rituals. and mann,ers of a
higher jati.

A~ter

some time. perhaps through intermarriages

bought by their riches. they :!!light begin to assert a claim
to a higher oaste tltle. If a destitute Brahmin group could
be found who were ap li t among themse 1 v,e s • some of the ir

members mIght be bribed into recogniZing the gr'oup I s ela1m.
DissentIon would oontinue for many generations. but their
campaign of public brain-washing would sometimes be
ultimately successful.

The procedure an individual must

go through to ra.ise bis .status expresses the lineal
orientation of Indian society; to ralse himself. a person
had to take his whole lineage with h±m, and make the society
around him forget his old niohe. 34
The selected quotations below emphasize the place of
dominance the leadar(s) of a village had. whether one man
c,r se·veral,

The Gauda is the creation of the people in Gopalpur.
He· exists, because his exis,terrce 1s necessary to the
pattern of lil'e 1n the village. 36,
In addi tioD to the eoonomic luncti.ons of the Gauda

alre'ady quote'd, he arb1tra.tes dlsput·es. and as· a wealthier
and better educated Brahmin, superior to other men. he is
relied upon t,o tread the path betw&en confll,ct1ng' values,.
Tbe Gauda, in his ro·le of guide, relieves tbe individual
v11lager of ultimate responsibility for personal actions. 37
Whatever the Gauda's fa~tsl might be, people regard 38
btm as the father of the Village. IRe is our Gauda.·
Of another village where the power Was not all vested In

one man. it was said.
The leaders of our Village are so sure of their power
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that they make no effort to display it. The casual
vIsitor finds little to distinguish them from other
farmers ••• And yet when one of them appears among
men of serving caste, the latter expresses respect
and fear 1n every guarded word and gesture. The
serving ones bave learned that as long as their
subserv1enoe lSI unquestioned, the hand which directs.
them res.ts lightly. But let there be any move, towards
independence, or even ind1rference among them, and
the paternal touch beoomes a strangle-hold ••• in
every detail of life, have the leaders bound the
vl11agers to themselves. Their favor may bring about
a man's prosperity, and their disfavor may cause, him
to fall;t or make, l~fe sggunbearable f,oI' him: that' he
will leave the vtllage.
By fully answering Kluckhobn's

relat10nal questions,

and through the provision of examples of general informat10n,
it is hoped that the me,thodology of this paper has been
made clear, and that the reader w111 understand bow the
conclus10ns that the lineal relational orientation was
dominant", that the collateral orientation occl1pies a s.eoond
place 1n importance, and that

the ind1vidual orientation

rank'S third 1n importance in traditional Hindu society.:were reached.
TemEoral

Orl~nt8tion

Kluckhohn's quest10ns concerning the temporal orientation
are, direoted more towards attitudes r'ather than behav'10r.
When sbe aake.d questions abo\lt aotions as s.he did above
("What inheritance patterns do you follow1") direct answers
to her questions, could be found

in the anthropologist,s I

report,s on inheritance patterns. Her temporal questions
(quoted beloW) could not always be answered specifically
from the souroes, out material related to the spirit of
the inquiry given 'after her questions.
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1) Same people we~e ta~k1ng about the way children
should be b.rought up. Here are three diff,er'ant ways.

A.

(PaBt)

Some people say that children should always

taught well the traditions of the past.
They believe the o·ld ways are best, and that
it is when children do not follow them too
much that things go wrong.
b~

. B.
Some pe,ople say that children should be taught
(Present) Borne of tbe old traditions, but it' is wrong to
insist that they stick to these ways. These
people believe that it is, neces'sary for children
a,1way8 to learn abou.t and take O'D whatever of
the new ways will best help them get along
1n the world of today.

c.

(Future)

do n'ot believe chlldre,n should be
taught much about past traditions at all
except as an interesting story of what has
gone before 9 These people believe that the
world goe,s along best when oh!ldren are taught
tbe things that will make them want to :find
out for themselves n~. ways of doing things
to replace the old.
Some people

Which do you th1nk is the best way to bring up children?
Which way do you think second best,,?
Which would moat people in.
think best?
l

2) Three young people were talking about what they
thought their families would have one day compared
with their fathers and mothercs. They each said different
things.
00
(Future)

The first said: I expect my fwn1ly to be better
orf in the future than the f&~11y of ~y father
and mother or relatives if we work hard and
p'l'an right o 'I'hinga in th1s country usually
get better for people who really try.

'The second said: I don t t know whether my family
B.
(Present) will be better oft, the same, or worse off

than the family of my' mother and father or
relative's. Things always go up and down, e,ven
if 'people do work hard. So one can never really
tell how things will be.

.i.

(Past)

The third one sa1d: I expect my family to be
about the, same as the family of my mother aed
:father or relatives,. The best way is to work
hard snd plan ways to keep up things as they
ha~e been 1n the past.
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Whioh of these people do you think bad the best idea?
Wh1ch of the other two persons had the better idea?
Which of these people would most other ____ your
age think had the best idea?
Q.uestion two above was a,aked of the 20-40 age group. People
40 Bnd over were asked

a similar question ooncerning their

expeotations for their children.
3) People often have very different ideas about what
has gone before and what we oan expect in life. Here
are three ways of think1ng about these tbi~g8.

B.

(Present)

Some people believe' It, best to give most
a.ttention to what is happen1ng now 1n the

present. They say that the past has gone
and the future is muoh too uncertain to
be counted on. Things do change, but it 1s
Bometimes for the better and sometimes for
the worse, so In the long run it Is about
the same. These people believe the best way
to live is to keep th~se or the old ways
that one can - or that one likes to - but
to be ready to accept the new ways which will
help to make life easier and better as we live
from year to yearo

A.

Same people think that the ways of the past
were the most right and the best, and as
changes came, things get worse. These people
think the best way to lIve is to work hard
to keep the old ways and try to bring them baok
when they are lost.•

c.

Some people believe that it is almost always
the ways of the rut~e - the ways which are
still to come - which will be best. and they
say that even though there are sometimes small
setbacks, change brings improvement in the
long run. These people think the best way to
live is to look a long time ahead, work hard,
and give up many things now so that the future
will be better.

(Pest)

(Future)

Which of these ways of looking at lIfe do you think is best?
Which of these ways do you think second best?
Which would most people 1n
think best?
4) Some people 1n a community like your own saw tha,t the

religious
to be.

cere~onies

were changing from what they used

xx
c.

Some poople we~& really pleased because of the
change,s in religious' ceremonie,s. They felt
that Dew ways are usually better than old ones,
and they like to keep everything ~oving ahead,
e,ven religious oeremonies.

A.

Some people were unhappy because of the ohange.
They felt th~t religious ceremonies should be
kept exactly - in every way ... as they bad. been
in the, past.

B.

Some people felt that the old ways for religious
oeremonies were best but you just can't hold on
to them. It makes l1fe eas'ler jus't to accept
some changes as they came along.

(Future )I

(Past)

(Present)

W'h1ch of these s'aid most nearly ..hat you would believe
Is right?
Which was next closest to what you WQuld ,say?

Which would most others in

believe is-right?

5) The government Is going to help a o~unity like
yours to get more water by redrilling and oleaning
out a community well. The government offlcials suggest
that the cammunity should have a plan for diViding the
extra water, but don't say what kind of plan. Since the
amoun,t of extra water that ma.y come in -isl unknown,
people ~eel differently about planning.

A.

(Past)

Some say that Whatever water oomeSI 1n ,Should

be divided just about 11ke water in the past
was divided.

c.

others want to work out 8 really good plan
ahead of time for d1vid1ng wha,tever water
oome,s in'.


B.
(Present)

Still others want to just wait until the
water oomes In before deoiding bow it will
be divided.

(Future)

Which of theS'e ..ays do you think ls usually beat in
cases like this?
~~lch way would be next best?
Whioh way do you think most people in
would
think be,st,40
In trad1 tional Hindu society the,re is a dominant past
or'lentatlon, w1 th the present orientation ranking second,
and the future temporal alternative f'111ing the least
important place.
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In Gopalpur, the basis of life is as it bas always been.
Men plow in the same way; they deal with their neighbors
and friends in the same way; they have the same virtues
and vices their grandfathers bad. 41
Things, both good and bad are as they always have been
and they always 11'111 be.4~
Methods of food production haventt changed 1n thousands
of years. 43
In about 1030 A.D. the Muslim scbolar A~beruni, who
passed through this region of North India ••• wrote
an 'account of India 1n which there are sOI!le descriptions
of fasts and festivals so similar to those current in
present day Rampur that the, ev.1dence for cultural
stability is remarkable. 44
Speaking about modern day Rampur, which is a tew miles fram
DeIhl and bas been buffeted severely by the "new wind,"
Lewis remarks,
••• despite these significant changes, one is struck,
after all. by the relative stability of village life.
The festival cycle remains, at least, as ~portant a8
ever in the lives of the people of Rampur, and its
esss'ntial structure is unchanged. Reformist doctrines
and male Skepticism have no,t shaken the woman' 8 fai tb;
and the extended family womenls groups are still active
centers 1n the maintenance of festival traditions.
While individual festivals may decline or disappear,
tbe, basic character of the festival cycle has remained
remarkably s:table at Rampur. 4 ,6
In Gopalpur, the prevailing attitude 1s reflected 1n this
comment:
The government has done well by you. It has built
roads, schools, and meeting halls, but no man is sending
his children to the schools. 46,
Schools are recognized in Gopalpur as the way of
the future, or even the present, but people are oot
j,umping at the chance to up ....da te their ways. Past patterns
are the preferred methods, and in the face of the change
which people feel bearing dO"il] on them, they experrience
anxiety, and wide-spread apathy greets any new plan for
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change. They feel the t the outside ha,s brought on
problem.

~

has interrupted their way

o~

pre8~nt

life - and that

the outside world ( 1.e., the government)

should take

oare of things.
The government must supply U$ with grain and pay us
all a monthly salary. If they 8upply slate~, clothing,
booka, and pencill, we will send our children to
school. 47
Although the Hindus are

predo~nantly

oriented

toward. the pa8t, an element of atteotloD to the present
has allowed the adoption of ne_ ideas, to became inter
mingled .ith the old.
De.pite the introduotion of Western concepts about
germs and other aspecta o~ modern m.decine, traditional
belief 1. still strong in R8mpur. Propitiation ot
Mata and evil spirits co-exist with a faith in
vaccination. A gre,t variety ot concepts prevails
concerning the different disease.; unanimity ot
opinioD 1s rare. 48
Bad tood, tever, over-taxation, Fate, evil spirits, the
gods, responding to sinful behavior, and germs were all
oited as cau.es ot disease.
Two major interconnected a.pects of Hindu lite
bind the peasant to a dominant past orientation: religion
and

.ocia~

structure. Brahma, VishnU, and Shiva (respeotively

the god. ot creation, maintenance, and destruction, or
aspects ot the same god) are engaged in an eternal dance.
Arter Bra1:aa creates a universe" it goe. through four agel
totalling approximately four million years; eaoh age
apiritually and mateplal1y desenerates. The earth 1s now
in the stage of Keli Yuga, the most degenerate ot all.
The destructive dance of Shiva, which 1s

800n

to destroy

the earth, prohibits people trom regarding the future
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with optimima, and encourages an idealization of the golden

age long ago, when e"1erytblng was perfect. Chaege 1s always
away from the ideal, and therefore bad; Brahma willed th1.
change, ho.ever, and s1nce nothing CaD alter the process
of deterl'orat'lon. thil generate"

a .ecoed rank-ordered

present temporal orl.'ntat'lon which accep,ts changes a8
nece.sary and lnevi table,. 49
In the
re~irtb

lo~g

view, the cycles of birth, de.th, and

of univerlel and persons goes on forever: .amaara.

There oaD be no looking to the outside world

fo~

things

to improve. Whan the British and the steam englne

•

they .ere accepted as inevitable

~r1v.d,

de~.pirltualiz.tion
•

The Ideal pattern of life, the dharma, .hich detailed
the proper mold that every aspect of l1te should 10llow,

was launched long ago, and in the beginning, people followed
its dictate. automatically. In this fallen age, persons
can look to the revealed textJ. and to the vast caqmentaries
for the rul•• of I1fe tha.'t the,y should follow to r.ach
perlonal .alvation. Following the hierarohal

orde~

of past

generations through the pull.tionl of s.-sara In acoordance
wi tb the dharma sends the moaning wheel

ot lite turning

for;ward with a min1m\DD. of crumbl'lng. Central to one'. duty
i' meeting the task• •et by one's

c.~te

position. The jat!

were ordained! by God to keep order 1n the worl,d, and on,e
had better aCoept one's inherited po.it1on or be leverely
punished in the next lite.
The caste Iy!:tem enoouraged a past temporal orientation
not only in it! religious and 1deologieal

d1men81on.~

but
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in its praotioal functioning a110. Any innovation. if it
changed a peraon's relationship to another, might inour
the dilpleaaure of the offended one, who might retaliate
by threatening to withdraw lupport from the innovator at
a ceremony or wedding,

w~r.

he i8 absolutely essential.

It might up.et the innovator'a 100lal po.ltlon, for any

increase In the

.ea~th

o~

one village member i. felt by

the other. as neo.ssarily a decrea.e In their•• The oaste
ay.tem i. a tight. me,ehanlm of interdependent, hereditary
obligation. to provide ,ervlce. without direct barter. If
a black8Dl1th were to impr,ove hi. product .t increased coat
to himlelf, he would have to.ablorb that iocrea•• , for he
gives his produet .way to the peraona
a cash return. At

ha~vest

a.

i. bound to without

time, the farmer .ho received

an improved plow trom the blackmm1th would give the mith
the same, fixed amount of grain

whioh fulfill_ hdl

oustomary obligation. For • blacklmi th to Inve·.t In
bringing increased efficiency to the farmer might gain
merit in a high
bring

~.blpth,

1mpo~.risbm.nt.

but in thil lite it would

In th1. looiety, everybody expeots

to have about the same things as one'l father had. 50

Th. village 1s

.'0

integrated that change oannot be brought

to one aspect without upsetting everything. Understanding
the caste 8ystem enablel one to view a thouland years of
changele.a Hindu hiltory

.i~hout

surprIse. and predIct

a third order1'ng tor the future temporal orientation.
There 18 little postponing of present pleasure. tor future
good.

Man-Batur. Orientation
The question. used to disoern the man-Dature ori.ntation
of our sooi.ties are given here 10 that the reader may gain
a deeper appreciation ot what thi. ori.,ntation involve,l.
1) One time a man had a lot of live.took. Most of
them died off In different way•• People talked about
thil and .ald 4itterent thing••

A.

(Subjugat.d)

B.
(Over)

o.

(With)

Some people said 70U ju.t oanit blame a man
when thing. 11k& th1. happen. Ther. are 10
many thing. that can and do happen, and a
man oan do almo.t nothing to prevent .uch
lo.,e. when they come. W. all have to learn
to take the bad with the good.
Same people .ald that it was probably the
man'. own fault that he 10lt .0 many. Be
probably didn't UI. hi. head to prevent the
101.el. They .aid that It i. ulually the oa.e
that men who ~ep up on new .ay. of doing thing••
and really .et tham••lv•• to it. almo.t al.ay.
tlnd a .ay to k.ep out at luoh troubl••
Some people .aid that it .a. probably because
the man had Dot lived hi. lit. right - had
not done thing. in the right .ay to k.ep
harmony between himlelt and the force. or
nature (l.e., the way. ot nature like the
raln, winds, .now, etc.)

Which of th••• reaSon. do you think 1. mo.t ulually true?
Whioh of the other t.o realon. do you think 1. more true?·
Whioh of all three reaSOD' would DlO.t 'other per.oll. In
____~~~ think 1. u.ually true?
2) There are different .ay. ot thinking about how God
(the godl) i. (are) related to man and •••ther and .11
other natural condit1on• •hich make the crop. and
animal. live or die. Here are three p08sible .ay••

c.

(With)

God (the god.) and people all work together
all the t1Jll.; whether the condition. which
make the orops and an~al. grow are good
or bad depends upon wh.ther the p.ople
them.elve. do all the proper thing. to k.ep
them.elve. in harmony with their God (goda)
and with the fore•• of nature.
God (the god.) doe. (do) not dir.ctly u••
hi. (th.ir) power to control all the

condition. which attect thegro.th ot all
the crop. or .nimal•• It 1. up to the peopl.e

the••• l ••• to figur. out the way. oondition.
ohang. and to try hard to find the ways at
controlling them.

A.
(Subjugat.d)

Ju.t how God (the god.) will us. hi. (th.ir)
pow.r over all the condition. wbich a~r.ct
the growth of crop. and animal. cannot be
known by man. But it i. us.l••• tor p.opl.
to think that they can change condition.
very much for very long. The best way 11 to
take conditions al they oame and do as .ell
a. one can.

Which or tho.e way. of looking at th1nga do you think
il best?
wtdch of the other two way. do you think is better?
Which of the three way. of looking at things would
most other people itt
think best!
C~OPI (were
farmers). The three men had qU1~e differen' ways of
planting and taking eare ot orop••

3) There were three men who had fields w1th

c.

One man put in his crops. worked hard.
and alao .et himsolf to living 1n the
right and proper waye. He felt that it
1. the • Y • man worked and tried to
k•• p himself 1n harmony with the tore••
ot nature that ha. the mo.t etrect on
condition. and the way crops turn out.

A.

One man put in hi. orops. Afterwards
he work.d on them sufficiently but d,id
Dot do more than w.anece.lary to
keep them g01ng along. He telt that
it .alnly depended o~ weather conditions
how they~would turn out. and tbat nothing
extra tbat people do could change things
mucb.

(1fi th)

(Subjugated)

ODe man put in hi. oropa and then worked on
them • lot ot ttme and made u.e at all the
ne. Icientific ideal he could find out
about. He tel t that by doing thi. he .ould
1n most year. prevent many of tbe eftecta
at bad conditions.
Which of the•••ays do you believ. i. ulually b•• t?
Which ot the other t.o .ayl do you belteve 1. usually
belt'
Which ot the three ••y. would mOlt other perl anI in
think be.t'
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4) Three men fra.. difterent areas were talking about
the things that control t'be weather and other conditions.
Here i • •hat they ,eaah sa.id.

A.

(Sub Juga'ted)

B.
(Over)

c.

(With)

One man aaid: My people have never contro~l.d
the rain, wind, and other natural condition.,
and probably never will. ~here have a1.ay.
been good years and bad years. T'bat 1s the way
it 11, and if' you are wil.e, you. .111 take it
al it comes and do the best you Can.
The .econd man .aid: My people believe t~t
it il a mants job to tind ....,.. to overcome
we.ther and other condi tiona jUlt .1 they'
have overcame so many thing•• They beli_ve
they will one day 8ucee,d 1n doing th11 and
may even overcome drought and tlood ••
The third man la1.d: )(y people help Gond! tion,.
and keep things go1ng by working to keep in
close touch with all ·the torce • •hich make the
rain, the snow, and other condition•• It 1.
when we do the right things - live in the
proper way - ~nd keep all that we have 
the land, the .tock, and tbe water - in good
condition, that all goe. along well.

Wh!ah ot tbese men do· you think had the best idea?
Which of the other two men do you think had the better
idea'
Which o,t the three men do you 'think mOllt other persons
1n .
_~ would think la.d the be.t· ide.?
iiooiiiiii.........

5) Three men were talking about whether people themselv.es
can do anything to make the lives or men and women
longer. Here i. what each .aid.
One laid: It i. already true that people liko
doctorl and otherl are finding the WI? to add
many years to the li.e. or most men by d1.covering
(finding) ne. medecine., by stUdying ,tood•••nd
doing other luch things as vaccinationl'. It
people, will pay a·tten'tion to all these ne.
th1ngs they will almost alwaYI live longer.

A.

The second one laid: I really do not believe
that there 11 much human beings themselves
Oan do to make the live. of men and women
longer. It 18 my belief that every per·Bon
bas ••• t time to live, and when that time
come,.' it just come ••

c.

The third Qne said: I be.lieve that t,here 1. a
plan, to, lire which .ork. to keep all living
thing. moving together, and 1t a man w111 learn

(Subjugated)

(With)
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to live hi. whole life i» accord with that
plan', h. w111 live longer than other men.
Which of theae three- .aid Blost nearly what you think
i. right?
Which ot the other two ••,. ia more right?
Which ot the three ways !fuld most other people in
think moat n.arly right? .

_

In -the Lnthropological literature there 1• • p1,entitul
.pring of intormation whieh can be u••d to project a profile

ot how a traditional 9111age peasant Hindu would anlwer the
abOY. questions; harmony-with-nature wa. the

d~inant

position

with .ubjugation-to-natur. underlying it, andth. man-over
nat~e

orientation taking tbe third rank-order.d pOlition.

Look for tbe harmony-with-nature po.ition whieh i • •entral
to the following views about the functioning of the world,
orop., di,.a.e. and d.ath •
••• • verything that happen. to a man i. determined by
bi. behavior in hi. tormer lite as well •• by bi.

behavior in hi. present lite. One'. birth as a god
or man or an1mal 1. determined by on.'. behavior.
One'a le~e1 or birth as a man i8 also determined by
one'. behavior. The fact that one il born al a high
man or a low man entitle. one to the right. and
;rivilegel deriving from one'. birth. but it al.o
tmpoaea upon one the duties inherent in one's station
i8 lit•••• It might be .aid that sins are the aotions
which lead one away tram purity, and. hence. away tram
any ulttmate merger with the basio onene •• that 1s God.
Virtuous actions are those whioh contribute to the
harmoniou8 functioning of the soci.lorder and tg~
universe. Virtuous actions lead towards onenes ••

ID view of the parallels between the order of the gods
and the order of men, and the ba.ic, harmonioul onene.s
or the universe, it tollow. that the h.~on10ul
eons-reg_tion of men 1n ceremonial act.1viti•• 1s a
precond.1t1on for the harmonious functiQning ot the
univer.e. Ceremonies expre'B harmony among Villagers,
harmony among relative., harmony among friends and
neighbor., and harmony wi thin the family. W1 thout
luoh barmony, there could be no oeremony. Without
a ceremony.t 'there could be D.O dl vine 8u,pport of human
endeavor. 5.,
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The goddels of death is the goddell of justice. The
underlying thought i. what has 10 long characterized
the Indian view of life and i., the e.sence of the
belief in Kar.a that neither death nor any other form
of puni.hment il inflicted by an external agency,
but i* merely the reaoil of the deed upon its do.r. 54
Dilease is' consider.d to b. a punishlaent for lin and a
normal result at the neglect at on. t • responsibilities
toward. the supernatural world ••• (an Indian) i. not
conc.rn.d with curing illness 10 much as he i. conoerned
with preventing it by'preventsgg sinful behavior in
bim.elf and 1n hi. n.ighbor ••
Below the regional gods 1n the Hindu hi.rarohy ar. the
noa-vegetarJ.an godd••••••
The funotion of these godde ••es i. 'to protect the
village trom particular disasters. from fl,ood and
smallpox, fram cholera and .kiB disease. Wh.n people
are sinful. railing to perform appropriate .acrifice.
or violating the moral cod•• on. of the godde••••
approaoh~3 God and askl permi.sion to puni,lh the
village. '
Gopalpur'. regi,onal god., wkdch stand mld-way in the
hierarchy. are typioal of the village god. wor.hipped
throughout India.
Th.y stand ready to help in any emergenoy. but t~ir
.Isiatanc. i' alway. cQnditloDal upon the good beba.ior
of people 1n Gopalpur. o7
In general, the attitude. of p.opl., in Gopalpur towards
godde •••• and minor god. 1. on. of .trict reciprocity•••
godde•••• are appeated at harve.t tim. iith. crop.
are good. Oft.n. wh.n there is sickness in the fam11y,
an appe.l i. made to one of the, gods or godd••••••
It the lick per80n reoover., gat.rings are made to the
deity coas1der.d re.pon8ibl••
Gods and lien strive fo'r harmony and work t,oward. a
peaceful, happy world wh.re th.re i. no .1n, by following
th.

pre~ordalned

ord.r of tbe dharma. Becau.e the dharma

wa••• t forth in the beginning by Brabma with itl built-1m
degeneraoy, a r.eling of helplessnel' before thil pattern
otten •• t 1n and forml the expr•• sion of the Hindu .econd
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raDk-ordered lubjugation-to-nature orientation. All life
18 a oeremony fulfilling one'l obligation to hi • • tatus.

In the long view, one Oan raise one.elf through rebirth,
but many restrict their view to this lIfe, and nothing can
be done to alter the situation In which one find. one.elt.
Ooe'a job, one'a wife, one's allies, one'a property, in sbort,
one'. tate is aealed at birth.
Nobody .an do anything except Brahma. What Brahma hal
written al our rate, .e mUlt follow. See the.e big
men, they are eating ric,e and! butter every day. We
are .orking da,. and night, but .e don't even get one
pieoe of bread. Brahm. haa written one kind of fate
tor
and another klnd ot f'ate for them. Ngbody oan
change it, it all depend. OD onels fortune. 9

u.

Lewis alked the queltion,

Haven't JOu beard of vaooination!
He

reoeived the reply,
Yea, the ehildren get it in

8oh~81,

help! Everything il God' • •111.

but how will that

Brabllla hal made provision tor mastery of the environment
by the individual within a limited Icope. Part of one'. duty,
if be i. a farmer, i. to master the land. It a carpenter
performs his duty, he doesn't worry too much about hi. fate;
he feell a oertain confidenoe, for a man oan feel ma.ter of
hil tate by performing his duty. Thil teeling of

malte~

i.

lubordinated to the other two alternative' within wbleh it
1. inscribed, but it 1. a source tor a feeling of power and

confidence •
••• they feel themselves to be the .aatera of their
natural environment. Anyone ••• who 1. ready and able
to work can earn aD adequate liVing, and enjoy the
available luxuries. Almost .veryon. reo.ive. three
meall or more pe'r day-. Every tour lI.ontb.e abloat
everyone receiv•• a shirt, a dhoti, and· a b.eadclotb,
or a sarI and a blou.e. 6l
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Religion and 80cial structure again are th& two
interconnected aspectl
d.te~ne

o~

Hindu loc1ety which •• em tOI

(or relult trom) a central value struoture.

Hindu life i. an exerci.e in fitting into a rigid frame;
the dominant value stress•• the n.ed tor harmony. An
improp.r move would rock the boat and br1ng suff.ring.
Al though moat effort is expend.• d in main1taining harmony.

a re.1ing of one'. IUbjugation t,O a ayst.m over which
one haa no control ia eith.rmakeup or direction 1a pre.ent.
and accounts tor the .eoond ordered alternative. By tully
ao-operating with this

81st~

to which on. 18 subjugat.d.

one baa a limited soope for mastery.
Aotivity Ori.ntation
Kluckhohn reltricted-ber que8tionl about the activity
orientation to the Being and Doing alternativ••• The.e

are

given below.
1) A .an ••.•ded a job alld had a chane. to work tor two
m••• Th. two bOI.el were different. Li.ten to what t~y

were 11ke and lay which you think would b. the belt ODe
to work for.

A.

(Doi g)

B.
(Beiag)

ODe bOil wa. a fair enough .an, and he gave
higher pay than .Olt men, but be
was the kind of bOil who insisted that .en
work hard, and stiok on the job. Be did not
like it at all wb.n a worker lomet~el khocked
oft work fo~ a whil. to go aD a trip or to
have a day or .0 of fun. and he thought it
was right not to take 8uch a worker back OD
the job.
1000••bat

The other paid just a~erage w.ge. but be wa.
Dot .0 firm. He under.tood that a worker
would .om.t1;m... ju.t not turn up - would be
oft OD • trip or baving a little tun for a
day or two. When hil .en did thi. he would
tak. them back without laying too much.
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a. Which ot these •• n 40 you belie•• that it would b.
better to work tor in mOlt case.?
Which of these men would most other
think
it better to work tor?
b. Which kind ot bos. do you believe it 1s bett.r to
be in most oa8es'
Whioh kind of bos8 would most other
thiak
it better to be'

2) There were two people talking about how they 11k.
to ltv•• They had different ideas.

A.

(Doing)

0•• said: ~t I oare about moat is accomplishing
things - getting thing. done just a. well or
better than other people do them. I 11ke to
••• result. and think-they are worth working
for.

The other .aid: What I care .ost about i . to
b. left a10D. to think and act in the way.
that best suit the way I really am. It I
don't alwayl get much done but can enjoy lite
as I go along, that 1s the belt .ay.
Wh1ch of thele two .en do you think has the better way
of' thinking?
Which of th6 two do you think you are more llke?
3) There wer. two men, both farmer. (men with fielda).
They lived differently.

B.

0.. man kept the crops grOWing .11 rtght
but didn't work on them more than he had
too H~ wanted to have extra ttm. to visit
with friends, go on trip., and enjoy lite.
Thil! .a. the tray he liked best.

.A.

One man liked to work with his fields and
was always putting 1n extra time keeping
them cl.an of weeds and in fine condition.
Beoaus. be did this extra work, h. did not
have much time left to be with friend., to
go on trips, or to .nJoy ~Ielt 1n other
ways. But thil .as the way he re.lly liked
belt.

(Belng)

(Doing)

Whioh kind of aaD do J'ou tblnk it il b.tter to be?
(Men only) Whioh kind of .an are you really like?
4) Tber. were two women talking about the w~y they

like to live.
B.
(Beiag)

One .ald that abe W.I willing to work a. hard
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the average, but that she d1dn t t like to
spend a lot Qr t~e doing the kind of extra
thJ:ngs 1n her house or tll,king up extra thing.
outside like
• Instead .he liked to
have time free to enjoy vi.iting with people 
to go on trip. - Qr to jU8t talk with whoever
w.s around.
8S

A.
(Doing)

The other woman ••id she liked best ot all to
find extra things to work on which would
interest her - for . x a m p l e . \ I I .8ha
,said ahe was happiest when kept busy and was
getting lot, done.

Which of the.e two way. do you think it iSI better for
wOIllen to live?
(Women only) Which woman are you really mor'e like'
6) Two men spendthe'ir t1me in different wa18 when they
have no work to do (not actually on the job).

A.

(Doing)
B.
(Being )

One man spends most ot hie time learn1ng or
trying out thing. which .111 h.lp h±m in his

work.

One man spends' mos,t of hi. time talking,
telling storie,s, singing, and so OQ w1 th
his fr1ends.

Which ot these me'n bas the better "ay ot living'?
2
Which of these men do you think you lre more 11k.?6
Because KluckDOhD doe_nIt include the Being-in-Becoming
alternative in her questionnaire. it i8 hard to determine
its place exactly iD the

~ank-orderlng

of traditional Hindu

society'. actiVity orientation. Contrary to the ideal. of
its religion. this, orientation did not oocupy a first
ordered pOlition. Although

th.~.

"ere thouland. of men who

gave, up their hous,eholds io old a.ge to become wandering
ascetic I In· •••roh ot religious release a8 the fourth
Itage in life prescribea. and .lthough moat men might in
the 'b.ok of their milids t,hink that 1I0meday they "ill give
up all itche atrivings and troublel of sooial life. in tact
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a very amall,peroentage of the population actually did.
From anyone village there likely was no one.

The develop

mental meditative aspect of the Great Traditioa did not
a first ordered position among the aajorlty ot

occupy

the Hindus, and perhaps not even the second ordered position.
Because the general evidence did not .arrant placing it
definitely .ithor above or below the Doing orientation,
its position will r.main. in th1. paper, UDsettled.

or

the t.o aotivity orient.tioDa remaining, Being

18 clearly domlnant over Doing.

R.-pgp _wttk

0

In bi. oompari.on of

the Mexioan village of Tepoztlan, Lewi•

••••rts that the Hindu,
••• spend. a greater proportion of hi. time im sam.
group activity, in amoklng groups, in the extended
family, 1n co-oper.tive .cop~ic undertak1ngs, .nd
In the caste oounoil. here 1. more frequent vi.iting
and more sooiability.

63

1

The Being orientation stresse,s sociability as opposed to
individual self-improvement.
Government official. tell&ihe people of Gop.lpur that
they are la~y and simple,.
In the Gaude'. vie., the trouble .ith India i. that
the ordlnary person has became lazy, insolent, and
demanding. Instead of .orking harg! people spend
money on .eddings and cer~onie8.
It is not so muoh that Indian. have become different than
they .ere, but that the Gauda bas be.n exposed to the
Western fir.t ordered Doing Qrientation, and by comparison,
the Indiana' dominant Being orientation makes the people
appear lazy. A aubstantial reduction of expenditures of
mouey

'ltwaated" on wedding. and oer••onies, rather than

apent for economic improvement, was one of the reforms
that the Western-influenced

~a

8. . . j propagated to
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Itrengthen India and raise her image 1n the eyes

o~

the

West.
Kluckhohn' • •ain point i8, how do the people .pend
their tree time - in activities resulting in accomplishments
measured by .tandards external to the human being, or in
activitie. which are conceived to be ngiven- 1n the buman

Men .:pend all ,tree' time 1n the baltba.k(tactlon 3gc1al
group} where they ••et to ohat and .moke hookah.
Perhap. there i8 no other drug which makes a person more
satiltied wi th be1ng what he 18 than hashi.h. Throughout the
day. th., .en of Rampur take hoking breaks. Free tae 1.
consumed by talking, r.sting, politicking, and reclining
in the shade. Women spend their free time talking among

Agai., the dominant alternative 18 the one conli.tent
w1th

H1adu aooial struGture and rellgion. The dharaa,

as .1.t il e.xp:r6saed iiEl the oaste .y.tem, detail., the actionl
appropriate to every posi t'1oD., "Life i. looked UpOIil as •
rite. aS7 The duties ot a jat1 wepe thought to ~ppropri.t.l~
expre •• the personalities of the .ember. ot that Jat1,
beo.u.e a peraon i. born into a particular t.-11y by virtue

ot hi. personality and virtue.

The.dbaraa delineat.s the

kiDd ot activity which i. an expression of what i. "glven"
1n the personality.

Everyone who engaged 1n proper behavior

expressed the Being activity or1entation. Ia • competitive
Iylt. ., anfone, caD theoretically attain any position by
aohieving cert.iD objective 8,tandards of behav1or; a premi\DI.
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i& plaoed

OD

the kinds ot aotivity whioh are me.sureable

externally ot the individual. Since there are few positions
open to striving for whioh others' opinions of one's
achievements ••tt.er in a cas te sool,et,., a selt-indulgent
~eing

whatever one 18" attitude 1. fostered.

Although the Great Hindu 'Tradition encourages the
Being-ia-Becoming orientation, the Little Tradition, which
i8 found 1n the .1llag08, atrengthens the Being

o~ientation.

Becaus8 one has earned bi. 'position of rebirth in human
form a. a reward for past virtue, one should enjoy all the
rights and privilege.s appropr'iate to one's station. In tb11
age at spiritual 'egeneration, it is considered enough to
take care ot one'. family and ooe8elf; who could b. virtuoua
in 8uch an aget ODly the saints.
We can review our conclu.1ona of the rank-ordering of
the .alue orientation. of traditional Hindu sooiety in
ehart forml
Ort.atation,

Rank-Ordering
1

2

3

Lineal

Collateral

Indiyidual

'lemporal

Past

Pre.ent

Future

Man-Nature

With

Subjugated

Relational

Activity

Over

Doing

aeing

(Being~in~eoam1ng)

This ha. been an expanded ohapter to d.UlODstra te the
method used tor thi. study. The forming

o~

the profile for

each orientation conaidered a great deal of redundant
information directly be.aring on the alternatives, and
much informatioD wh1ch,indivldually

con.ldered, hinted

toward a oonclusion, and collectively considered, strongly
affirmed a particular rank-ordering. In the following
chapters the rank-ordering. are presented in their mature
forms, and explicated 1n their .ost typical manifestations.
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The

Trobriand

Islanders

Orientation

Rank Ordering
1

2

3

Activity

Being

Doing

Relational

Lineal

Collateral

Individual

Temporal

Past

Present

Future

Man-Nature

With

Over

Subjugated

(Being-in-Becoming)

One hundred miles off the southeastern coast of New
GUinea, the islands are flat mountains of coral. rich in
solI, and inhabited by dark-skinned Malaya-Polynesian,
seafaring people. On the large island, Boyowa, live most of
the Trobrianders.
Dorothy Lee's article, " Being and Value 1n a Primitive
Cu1ture,"was a helpful aid 1n the following explication of
the Islanders' activity orientation.
The Trobriand language contains no adjectives. Every
aspect of life is a unique and complete expression of itself.
If

8

mao, or a yam, alters an attribute, identity is lost

~nd

replaced by a different entity. An individual is an expression
of what is oonsidered "given" in his personality at that tlme.
All being equally Is; no word exists for "be" or "to become",
or for "to" and "fram."

There is only the word "at."

Verbs

lack the tenses which are necessary for ideas of development.
Without adjectives, it is difficult for the Trobriands to
measure and compare - the axes of Doing type behavior. Being
is their strongly first rank-ordered activity orientation.
The Islanders work hard to raise two or three times as
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many yams as they will eat, and sail wide, dangerous seas to
obtain non-utilitarian articles.

These activities are con

sidered "givens" in Trobrland personality.

Not to produce

wealth, food supply, or to be more esteemed, do the Trobrlanders
work so hard for three months of the year weeding and immacu
lately arranging their gardenso
are: Trobrland.

It is rather to be what they

They are part of an unchanging pattern which

annually produces yams for g1ft Bnd display.
Half of a man's lifetime is spent preparing for and
traveling his Kula trading circle, exchanging traditional
items with distant islanders without any profit for either
party.

The Trobriand Islanders are part of a ceremonial

gift-giving ring of islands whose inhabitants give the soulava,
a red sbell necklace, to their partner in a clock-wise direc
tloD g while the mwall, a white shell braoelet, passes fram
partner to partner in the opposite direction.

From generation

to generation, an article gains value with each person who
holds it.

A fulfilling sense of Being is the major benefit

to participants. As old journeys are repeated, the mythology
relevant to passing landmarks is verbalized, not as a reoount
ing of the past, for the mythology 1s happening as a completely
contemporary event.
Daily, annual, or life cycles allow little play of choice
for the individual. Once the decision to precipitate a pattern
ia made, no recourse may be drawn on the traditional map. The
firing of the bush in his garden by the village magician
begins the agrioultural oycle for the village, and everyone
swings into action.

The magician's actions do not cause the
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agriculturists t responses, any more than the planting of a
seed is thought to cause the growing of a yam.

Similarly,

a Western painter may begin his canvas by outlining a face;
feet and elbows may follow as part of the pattern, but the
fao&nbas not caused the elbows and feet to appear.

For

Trobriand life, though, no outside artist paints. Intercourse
is not considered a cauBal factor 1n pregnancy.

It shares

a collage with the soul of a dead Trobriander who enters the
womb, and with birth. History is aDeodotes without causality,
plot, or emotional climaxes.

There 1s " ••• no job, no

drudgery, DO labor which finds its reward outside the act.
All work contains its own satisfaction." 9

Find out a

Trobriander's place and you know what he does; fied out
what an American does, and you know his place.
Except for the Qustomary three months of intensive
gardening, delay is a characteristic of Island life. Canoes
require two

.0.

maybe six months for the meD, who work for

a oouple of days as the mood strikes them and then rest for
a week, to complete the vessels.
In addition to Kula exchanges, partners, who are bound
together for lifetime reciprooity, trade products and resources
Dot locally available to one another. Members of one village
located where the soil lacks its normal richness are forced
to manufacture articles for trade. Most exchanges on the
Islands are a form of prescribed gift-giving. Another word
exists to desoribe what these poor Islanders are forced to
do: barter.

They are called un-Trobr1and by the bulk of the
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population, emphasizing the impropriety of activity directed
toward utilitarian ends.
The Bubordinate position of such Doing activity might
beat be illustrated by the coastal fishermen, whose poor
Boil prohibits them from gardening.

They regularly and

traditionally exchange gifts of fish with the natives of
the interior whenever the gardeners appear with yams.
Japanese pearl traders had appeared some years before
Malinowski.

Inducements of metal implements and jewelry

had recruited many of the fishermen to do pearl diving.
The Japanese were elated at the prospect of huge profits.
but when the yam bearers appeared. there was nothing the
Japanese could offer that would send the fishermen after
pearls. Faced with this reourrent loss of labor, they plied
the fishermen with boatloads of yams. They obtained a sample
of a cut atone immensely valued 1n that locale and sent it
to Paria for exact reproduction. No use. The Japanese were
not part of the tradition. Nothing could interrupt the
Trobriand pattern of Being.

Doing remained a spare time

activity.
Given the unusual absence of any conceptions of
development in the Trobriand view, and lacking elaboration
by Kluckhobn concerning the Being-in-Becoming orientation,
I could not discover the ways in which this
oD~ered

th$~dj~radk~'(:7

aspect of activity 1s manifest in the Islanders'

activity.
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Loyalties belong to the group, with its continuity
maintained by ordered positional succession.

Clans arose

from springs, rocks, palm groves, and other unusual land
marks full-blown in their present forms.

The head chief

of all the land is the eldest member of the most powerful,
richest

9ubr~alan.

The eldest male of the oldest local

clan 1s the head of eaoh village, and the eldest male of
each sub-clan is the ultimate souroe of all authority and
leadership not exercised by his superiors. The most elevated
rank and social positon of a head man is Visually demonstrated
when he appears among his subordinates,who all must squat
in order to avoid being above him.
With the consultation and consent of the clan chiefs,
the village headman signals the beginning of the great
agrioultural and trading cycles. The chief, or his appointed
relative, holds the office of Village magician, who is tbe
first to burn brush, and sets the pace for all stages in
the gardening through
fall behind.

ex~ple,

and by upbraiding any who

The chief is Master of Ceremonies and the

main speaker at Village gatherings, and represents the village
at important Island or international meetings.
The chief owns all the canoes.

He determines when new

ones should be constructed, hires the labor, and directs the
carving, or engages a technician who 1s expert in carving and 1n
the relevant magio o

Fishing teams are allowed to use the

canoes for a return gift of fish. During the Kula, the chief
Is allowed a 110n'a share of tbe Kula articles, trade, and

receives tribute from all who have used his canoes.

When he

commands a crew io ~campetition,1t his canoe always wins the
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race; hieranchy is maintained once again.
Clans cut across village groupings and are distributed
throughout the island.

The Malas! clan contains the highest

and lowest rating Bub-clans of the island within it. Ceremonial
and mortuary occasions bring

8

clan together, and the eldest

male of the oldest sub-clan leads the proceedings and re
distribuDes the food he haa preViously oollected from the
members, who then disperse and eat in family groups. This
"take-and-give" process symbolizes the clan's loyalty to the
leader~

and his duty to them.

Brothers and sisters have a close, formal relationship.
Since physiological fatherhood 18 unrecognized, a boy's
maternal UDcle is his guardian.

All wealth, magic, and status

are inherited fram the mother's brother. One-sided g1ft-giving
doesn't exist, however, and the nephew must make return gifts.
The uncle 1s responsible for the boy's education.

At pUberty,

a young man leaves his mother and takes up residence in the
bachelor quarters of her sub-clan's village, where his

uncl~s

are.
All land has three owners. The village headman holds
title to it 811, and presides over the council which formal
izes the annual distribution of gardens. The sub-clan ohief
is a member of the council, hold's title to his group's land,
and must agree to any disposition of his lands.

The individual

reoeives, aa return gifts from bis unole, title to individual
garden plots. He will garden as many of theBe

a9

he 19 able o

The remainder are distributed ( requiring a return gift to
each of the three owners ) to those who do not own enough plots.
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A steady population, and more than enough land, guarantees
ground for all.

Every man has the right to farm as many

plots as he wants, because he is a member of a locally
arisen clan.
Individual families. or t6RmS of oongenial families,
work together in the gardens, cutting, burning. fencing,
weeding. bushing, and thinning out the blighted, in concert
with the village magician. At harvest time, a communal
exposition of yams is followed by a family display. A man,
who has title to his family's work. gives half his produce
to his siater.

The Bub-clan's land, where the matrilineage

arose, has produced the orop, and the non-resident females
are entitled to their fair share. A wife from every village
insures the superior wealth and power of the island chief.
Thi! brother-siater exchange of produce. and complamen
tary roles in raising her

famil~,

indioate the 6011ateral

orientations that underlie the Lineal.

In times of need

it is not the chief who is approaohed, but members of one's
family.

A Kula partner becomes a classificatory relative,

s life partner, and strict equality is maintained between
the pair.

He is a host and ally.

The ohiefts power 1s

curtailed by a sensitivity to public opinion.

An even-keeled,

unohanging, COllateral type consensus underpins his decisions.
The individual, as an independent agent, hardly exists 1n the
islands. He does, however, garden his own plot, live in a
separate dwelling with hiB nuolear family, and carry out
limited bartering activities to supply; his household with
neoessary implamenta.
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It is diffioult to at once fit the Trobriand Temporal
orientation into Kluokhohn's soheme of Past, Present, and
Future, for the Islanders peroeive no lineal development.
Verba lack past and future tenses.
back into a past&

These people don't look

They are immersed in the past which is

present all around them.

Life patterns flow exactly as in

the past whioh permeates the atmosphere, and there is no
choice but to follow the way.

The past is not conceived aa

a time "ago" but as simply a different

t~e.

completely

oontemporary, and cohabiting with the present.

Earth and

humanity do Dot evolve; they remain the same, exactly:
eternally youthful.
One's father's time is a different time, unconnected
lineally, oausally, or spacially with present time, yet
existing DOW.

Events not part of ego's time, or father's

time, such as mythology, are present in grandfather's time.
On all five accounts in the questionnaire, the answers
would point overwhelmingly towards the Past orientation
dominating the Present one.
ways of the old people.

Children are always taught the

Families expect things to be the

same a8 they have been (are).

They feel religious ceremonies

should be kept aa they have been (are), for a change of one
word would alter their pattern.

And any new resources should

be allocated in the same manner as they have been in the past.
Kluokhohn's Present orientation emphasizes the inevitability
of change and the lack of prejUdice toward that changel it 1s
sometimes good and sometimes bado

Past oriented people are

prejudiced negatively towards change; Future oriented people
are prejudiced positively.
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Change in the islands is tolerated as long as it
doesn't interfere with the past.

The second plaae rank-

ordered Present orientation 18 demonstrated by their
part-time acceptance of the Japanese pearl traders and
some Western missionary activity, such as Western cover-up
dresses for the women.

Without ideas of causality, it is

difficult to have a Future orientation.
now has no affect on later happenings.

That which happens
Perhaps it is

included 1n the thoughts precipitating a pattern.
a crop is a desirable part of the whole,

Since

garden preparations

might be thought of as planning for the future, but it is
doubtful.

The Trobrland magician burns his field because the

burning season is here.

Without I1neal connectiona through time, relationships
of cauae and effect are not crystalizsd in the Trobriand mind.
Magic is action, not cause.

A magician doesnJt cause certain

things to be done with lineal control.
with bis various formulas

~awakens

The garden magician

the sprout". and

~drives

up

the shoots overground n , according to Trobriand account rendered
into English.

This is not the influence or force of magic;

rather it 1s "to magic"lO.

The sprouting is not the growth

of the seed, but rather a group of events, a pattern, and the
magic is an important part of the pattern.

Without the proper

magic, an alternate pattern would exist Which might include
ungerminated seeds, or stunted sprouts.

The garden magic 1s

included in the fine tuber pattern.

- - - - - .,
-

~
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The mischievous Tokway, or tree spirit, is brought
down from his abode by a spell when a palm trunk 1s selected
for a canoe.

He is not coaxed or forced down; he is not

acted upon by the magioian.

The chanting of the

!p

ell ia

simply the process Which is his coming down.

With his magic and taboos, the Trobriander maintains the
world's stability.

This Harmony-WIth-Nature orientation extends

throughout Trobriand life.
drought.

~

A misplaced deed might set off a

slow and cumbersome canoe will be part of the Bame

reality accompBsying mispronounced magic.

The equilibrium

forces uncontrollable by work is nurtured into reality

or

~th

the magic which accompanied the 1Q'oa11y esmerged ancestors.

As an inherited possession of the

c1ans~

magic is limited in

its relevance to its geographic area of origin.
bond between an object and its magio ia eternal.

The coeval
Observations

of nature bad no part in the genesis of this primeval attribute

Dr man, known only through inheritance.

Gardening, health,

all phases of oonstruction, abundance of a clan'a totemic
animal, fisbing, industry, influencing other's behavior (such
as a

~~la

partner's generosity), weather control, beauty,

sexual desirability, and war safety, all have their special
magic.
Preoccupation with magical harmony-with-other-men,is an
extentlon of their Man-Nature orientation to inolude other
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people in the same field with nature.

The omnipresent

effort not to offend others roots 1n a deep fear; all deaths
beyond suicides and the inflictions of war are part of the
malignant patterns of sorcery.

Extensive anxiety sends up

waves of perpetual politeness.

Divination, magio to mollify

an attack. and retaliatory counter-spella are provoked by
the appearance of illness.

Powerful practitioners of black

magic sometimes pub11cally bewitch

8

personally offensive

person, generating strangling spasms of fear in his often
soon dead victim.
Beyond the forces whloh need to be harmonized by
magio, spells, and taboos, a Trobriander feels in full
control of nature.

An active, restless atriving to conquer

new realms of the environment is not how this mastery is
experienced.

Here appears a quiet knowledge of the

earth~s

ohemical properties, the counterchanges between a root tube
of fibers and its sheath, the crackling of cells, shadows
of clouds reflecting different seasona, a mastery of nature
blooming from the vine of intimate liVing with nature.
After carving thousands of canoes, they have become good at ito
As the man-on-the-mountaln-forcefully-bendlng-nature-under
his-will type of mastery over nature is not congenial inside
Trobrland headS, they would not think of being subjugated to
a crushing sadist power.

Before the felt presence of Mana.

the amorphous supernatural power, they supplicate with humble
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propltlablon.

But this SUbjugation is a sensitive oocupying

of the Islanders' place with nature.

They are subjugated to

being Trobriand_ a subjugation occupying little of their
consoious minda.
Kluckhohn speaks of the value orientations as independent
variables, but throughout the Trobriand outlook runs a
oommon thread.

In a world of oollage unstructured by causality,

firat-ordered Harmony-With-Nabure, Being, Lineality, and
Past orientations for a tetrahedral view of one mass: the
Trobrland wayo

IN

ALOR

Orientation

Rank-Ordering
1

2

A'otivity

Doing

Being

Relational

Individual Collateral L1neal

Temporal

Present

Man-Nature

Subjugated With

Paat

3

(Being-in-Beeoming)

Future
Over

Two thousand miles west of the Trobriand Islands on the
island Alor, where the terrain and life are precipitous, the
village of

At1mela~g

is experiencing centripetal relocation

of its housing as the head-hunting and cannibalism of surrounding

Seoret abortion frequently terminates the incessant
fetuses.

An infant adds to a mother's work, already over

loaded with eight-to-five labor; she is the sale supporting
member of the household.

Her husband is off compensating for

the negleet of his childhood.

Often hungry and uncared for,

a boy has little interaction mth his mother beyond his battle
for food and possessions.

His father, who would have divoroed

his mother if she had not borne some issue, is pleased with
what his son can do for him.

Fully adult status is conferred

only to parents, and only children can perform the prestigious
post-mortem ceremonies.

A child 1s weloome if he can do some

thing: run an errand, or pull weeds.

When not engaged in an

indueted chore, children are ignored, or driven away by adults.
No education whatever 1s given to male children.
Children grow into passive, submissive adults, always
searching for the nurtural mother, but without any
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possibility of finding her.

Beoause the self-centered

Atimelang are almost totally lacking in the ability to
feel affection, no lasting groups or friendships are formed o
Unc~ortable

with themselves, alleviation from their oon

dition is sought in aotivity.

Disliking effort or strain,

their constant busyness is directed into petty preoocupations
rather than oreative work.

A manls effort to achieve esteem

is unending, for favorable mention of others is never in
terms of what he ia, but wbat he has done.

The remembrances

of childhood hunting expeditions are not the exoitement of
the chase, or the savoriness of the meat, but how many more
or less rata the narrator killed compared to his campanian
of the hourD
With all but the heaviest work taken care of by the
females, men are free to carry on finance.

Pigs, ganga,

and Makos, a kind of kettle drum, are the valuables forming
the economic pie which 1s split, earned, traded, loaned out,
bought, borrowed, and loaned out again.
not hoarded.

Makos Qnd

go~a

are

A possession is quiokly loaned out for interest,

resulting in a vast network of "paper-wealth" and oredit. A
single item might be reck6ned in the mental ledgers of forty
men.

Aggressiveness, stealth, ingenuity, persistence, aDd

a good memory are needed to suoceed in the

never~ending

boil

of negotiation and maneuver.
Makos and gongs in the hand ( as opposed to the bush )
are needed for weddings and funerals.

Debts are paid to a

man preparing to pay a bride price only after elaborate
daunting of each of his debtors. Everyone to wham he has
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extended Bome sort'of favor in the past years is approached
for a loan.
father'so

Duties of relatives are recalled, especially a
The bride price is haggled over for months.

At

the sidelines of a wadding lurk creditors of the bride's kin,
and even creditors of the creditors.

Wealth, dug up from the

earth where it is normally held to prevent robbery, is rarely
BO

visible.

overtones.

Funeral rites are alao laden with financial
Daily dealings occur in an ever-present quest

for wealth.
Non-oocupation signifies unimportance, and admitted low
self-esteem.

Vanity is recognized as a male trait.

Only an

acknOWledged rioh man will indolently lie about on his veranda;
people oome to him.

Others keep themselves busy doing something.

The Alorese second billing for the Being activity orien
tation grows from a low appraisal and lack of respect for other
personalities.

Deference is begrudgingly and calculatedly

extended only to the rich, and then in the hope of material
return.

The kind of actiVity that is spontaneously expressive

of what is "given" in the personality tends to be murderous
in Alor. A recalcitrant debtor may find a relative killed as
interest on the debt.

He is then pressured by bis kin to hire

an assassin for revenge.

Aloreae do indulge themselves, though.

An all night dance is held every eight weeks. Women often stop
at a neighbor's house on their return fram the fields for an
hour or so of gossip and quarreling. No activity is very
strenuous.
Development of the personality oocupies a very low
ranking third-order preference.

The Aloreae have no speoulative
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interests;

ideas of personal improvement are limited to the

"bow to influenoe people" variety.

The nature of the relational orientations is illustrated
by the youth who vigorously defended his brother against their
father when the latter was beating the brother for having
burned the youth.

After successfully protecting the nearly

unoonsoious brother from his father, the youth prooeeded to dump
burning sticka on his brother's prostrate body in revenge.
One might summarize their rank-ordering as

~ineal

Qollateral, less than Individual. Cora Du Bois

less than

oalls it moral

ins.nity.
Formal structure 1s absent in personal relationships.
Boys and girls inherit fields from their mothers and fathers
as expediency and industry dictate, usually aa soon as a
child can work.

The children have title to phedrcproduce,

but parents often requisition it until the offspring are
strong enough indiVidually or through alliance to protect
their property.

In general, children conform to their

parentst desires only when overwhelmed by superior force.
Parental wealth In excess of land is consumed in the funeral
ceremonies, leaVing nothing for posterity.

Kinsmen of

ohildren feel hostile and indignant at the fines levied
against them for the frequent thieving activities of the
youngsters.

Youths who thieve too often are sold by their

fathers as slaves.
Because of the friction between parents and children,
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the young usually run away fram home and live with assorted
kin.

These relationships are unstable. however. and the

ohild moves about in an attitude of opportuniam, with ready
promises, usually unfulfilled.

No unsolicited help is

given.
This hearty individualism permeates all of life. The
excitement roused by a burning house is in anticipation of
the opportunity to plunder.

Abduction of a debtor's child

calls for prestige vengeanoe rather than the return of the
child.

A kin's death is avenged solely out of fear of his

ghost's reaction if there was no blood revenge.

A child is

completely responsible for his transition to adulthood,
of passage, clubs. or ceremonies are lacking.

~ites

The relatives

one seeks out for help vary with the flux of time, situation,
and cammon enemies. Asking for help usually coats more than
the help rendered.

Marriage is extremely unstable.

Theoretically, brothers live next to one aoother spaced
around their lineage's dance area.

A brother is supposed

t~

be onets strongest supporter, giVing financial aod ceremonial
assistance.

A brother cares for his sister during the con

finement of childbirth, while the father is tabooed from the
house.

The frequent Bhatteringa of these normative arrangements

do not completely obliterate the fact of mora frequent cooperat1on
between collaterals than any other.
Lineallty has a perceptible third place.
fathers help their sona float a bride price.
of rich men make out better.

Same wealthy
In general, sons

Village decisions are made by

one elder who is especially important for litigation. Social
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events oenter around the lineage houses and clan dance
areas.

Ritual responsibility is given to the oldest

member of the clan. Perhaps clan solidarity was once
more imperative, before the Dutch halted cannibalism.
Now, only a faint outline remains.

The villagers of At1melang live for the day and moment
without too much concern for the past or the future. An
impermanence extends from the houses that crumble after a
couple of years, to living arrangements and personal rela
tionships in general.

The instigation of litigation by

the Dutoh was heartily accepted, but taxes were lustily
resented.

Mothers have difficulty

r~embering

children are three or four years old.

if their

A lack of planning

or interest in change prevails, and a dearth of self
confidence brings fear to any Dew experience.

No pre

occupation with adult roles directs children towards the
future, and the parents make no eduoational efforts to
turn the boys 1n that direction.

Knowledge of genealogies

1s so deficient that many people do not know their own
remote male houses. ( These are second cousins haVing
normative, but seldom practiced, ceremonial and financial
roles.)

Ceremony 1s slovenly.

The debate over ceremonial procedure, and general
follow1ng of the familiar, set ways, points up a
place ordering toward the Past.

secQnd~

Girls learn domestic

skills from their mothers, to make them desirable bargains.
It is in finance that the hope for a better future rears
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its head.

Interest is future gain.

This spirit is dampened

for most, however, by the faint realization that it will be
interest for the big financiers, rather than the little guy.

After two houses burn

down, a man lives in a cave.

If his pigs die, he doesn't raise any more pigs.

Both the

physical and human environment are hostile, Bubjugating a
man agaln[snd again.

No Supreme Being punishes a man; the

poundings of fate are enough.

The inclination to abandon

activity that meets with failure breeds frustration and
inhibits attitudes of enterprise. No effort is made to master
the resources of an inconsistent and unpredictable environment.
A shoddy material culture points up a lack of expertise.
Witchcraft, religion, poisoning, magical curses, taboos,
superstitions, oaths and ordeals are present, and form the
content of the villagers' Harmony-With-Nature second rank
ordering, but they are unimportant and hold little focus for
the Datives.

The village guardian spirit had not been
~all

sacrificed to for a period of sixteen years - ainoe a
pax

epidemic - before the ethnographer arrived.

The oountry

side is filled with potentially benevolent or deleterious
spirits, depending upon one's relationship to them.

Generally,

they are ignored until illness sends a relative to the
diviner to disoover which spirit needs placating, and how.
Occasionally the help of a spirit 1s solicited. Suggestions
are heard of Good

B~ings3who

w111 someday help mankind, but

the ear 1s not often filled with such sound.

Expensive

funeral feasts are delayed, sometimes twenty years, until
the angry ghost pressures his sons w1th

sickness in his
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children.

Then a feast might be held.

Before a crop 1s

planted, the ghost of the previous cultivator 1s honored.
To prevent a baby's soul from leaving, a father must abstain
from strenuous work during its infanoy.
Some predictability and Mastery-Over-Nature must be
felt if the crops are to be planted and the water fetohed.
In Alar, where enorusted individuals, uncomfortable with
themselves, liVing without much past or future, strive to
gain acoeptance by outdoing others, mastery holds last
plaoe.
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Herdffmen, brigands, Chinese, fierce Khamba tribesmen,
and farmers share the vast uplands and brackish waters of
Tibet.

The people of this chapter are concentrated in the

populous farm and city area comprising the south-central
region.
Religion rules Tibet;
the reaching out toward the

the king is a living god, and
~ure ~and,

where even the gods are

seen as the radiance and reflection of a being's soul, struc
tures daily perceptions and activities.

The eight-fold path

molds the content of their first ordered Being-in-Becoming
activity orientation.

A retreat and altar in every home en

courages daily devotion and meditation.
the largest room in the noble's house.

The chapel claims
Prayers tumble from

Tibetan lips during two or three bours every day.

The literate

children of noble parentage find all books written in their
tongue profess guidance along the path.

Some husbands and

wives alternately seclude themselves from the world for
religious retreat.

Old people sit spinning prayer wheels,
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with a pious text always leaving their mouths.
Resources above subsistence levels are skimmed off the
Buddhist controlled estates and independent farms through
heavy taxation to support the vastA monastic establishment,
where a quarter of the male population meditates in isolation
or chants mantras in groups of thous8nds.

Occasional monks

wall themselves up in caves except for a little opening for
receiving food, and spend years developing, until, one day,
the food is not taken.

Lifetimes devoted to learning and

gaining merit receive their great opportunity for Being-in
Becoming at deeth's initiation into a new life form.

Textual

reading to the corpse can help guide a properly prepared soul
away from succumbing to illusions, terrifying visions and re
birth, and into the Western Paradiae o
While the Tibetans are suffering through this life of
little worth, they manage to enjoy themselves.

"Kind .•• ,

open ••• , gentle ••• , honest ••• , humorous ••• , hospitable ••• ,
merry ••• , enjoyers of leisure ••• " are used to describe them.
tveryone has

tima;DQ~ODe

overworks.

The officials, who arrive

at work late in the morning and leave early in the afternoon,
can always ask a colleague to substitute if their duties appear
irksome that day.

Frequent pauses interrupt any heavy labor,

as life proceeds at a Yak's pace.

Entering a city after a trading

trip, from the outskirts to a person's home, consumes an en
tire day of greetings and gossip.

Lhasa supports thousands of

beggars who would rather work two hours holding a bowl than a
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whole day with a hoe.

The peasant uses all the daylight hours

of summer for work, but Bummer is short, and the rest of the
year he has off.

Singing can be heard whenever there is work.

The new year is oelebrated with three weeks of praying,
singing, danoing, feasting, and drinking at the numerous hot
springs throughout the country.

Actors perform a ten hour

religious and historical show for eight days.

A week of sports

oompetition in the autumn witnesses wrestlers contending with
enjoyment, for winners are not celebrated.

Throughout the year,

partying is a favorite opportunity for conviviality in private
homes at which the hostess would feel a failure if her guests
didn't pass out from alcbholl0 stupor.

The Tibetans are grate

ful for an opportunity to mock anything or anybody.

The

commonness of homosexuality among the celibate monks indicates
they are not free from this strong, second rank-ordering of
Being.

When Mah Jong was introduced to the capital, the in

habitants forgot their duties, housekeeping, and familiesj
city was paralyzed.

the

The government had to prohibit the game

under penalty of heavy fine to get people back to work.
As a third ranked preference, the kind of activity re
SUlting in accomplishment exterior to the self is prevalent
enough to keep the society eating. warm, and even comfortable,
but it is exerc1Bed no more than needed.
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The living Buddha rules bis people with a theocratic
hierarchy that includes a religious and lay person in every
government office, except, significantly, the God-kingo
Political matters aree subordinate to the needs of the Church.
Officials in both spheres are recruited from members of the
hereditary noble class.
advisory assembly.

Important officials constitute an

The control of the Dalai Lama is illustrated

by the necessity for inhabitants of the capital to wear heavy
winter clothing, no matter how sweltering the sun, until he
declares the coming of summer, after whioh heavy clothing must
remain ahed, even if another frost descends.
The Dalai Lama has used

his~erogatlve

as owner of all

his country's land, to give nobles and monasteries control of
vast estates in return for political and religious services.
Estimates vary;

between one-third and five-sixths of the land

is said to be fiered.

After a noble haa paid his annual tax

to the king, be is free to keep all the additional revenue, -in
addition to the corvee labor, he can extract o

This local au

thority causes the peasant constant anxiety. for he wields
the power of justice over his estate absolutely. except for
the theoretical right of all to appeal to the Dalai Lama.
Before a peasant can marry, leave home, or execute other im
portant decisions, he must obtain permission from his lord.
In times of scarcltYJ because of his exclusive position, the
noble is approached for resources.no matter what his terms.
Families inherit their ties to the land.
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Through the first rank-ordered lineality can be aeen
the third rank-ordered individual orientation.

Peasants

extend a certain deference to the lord, but that no Bocial
distance exists shows an equalitarian, Buddhist spirit.
Servants are quick to express independent opinions.
Land is alao held and taxed directly from the Dalai
Lama by farmers in inherited plots which are indivisible and
inalienable.

This freezing of the size and number of land

holdings eliminates the need for revision of the tax rolls,
simplifying planning and administration.

Taxes are collected

from households for W1ich the head is responsible.

Primogen

iture prevails, with the father retiring from his position of
household head when the eldest son reaches maturity and takes
a wife.

The father, grandfather, uncles. aunts. and unmarried

sisters are given smaller, seperate houses with a field attached,

and pay Par.t
~e

of their produce to the son for the household tax.

eldest son is then responsible for all decisions.

Younger

sons generally are either adopted by a family without male
progeny, or become monks.

A special field is set aside for the

second son to cultivate during his stay at home In2' the agDi
cultural seaBon.
a small allowance.

The others work for the elder son and receive
A cammon exception to this pattern is for

a younger Bon to join his brother's marriage to the wife.

Hier

archy remains, however, for all children are the property of
the elder, and the younger sleeps with the wife only when his
brother is away.
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These independent farms are clustered in villages
ruled by an authority who inherits
allowed to retain it unless he
senile.

hls~poBition,

-~osea

and is

his wealth or grows

The individual orientation determines the other

village functionaries, who are elected or chosen by dice.
The duties of these men are litigation, conservation of
area resources, and ceremonial provisions.
The patrilineal clans gather for important events,
and help each other in every way they can.

They are the

focus for the second rank-ordered Collateral orientation.

No significant technical innovation or adaptation has
occurred aince the Ninblil. 6.antu:r:J>, for the rule of religion
I

has led to determined cons,erva-tion and dislike of change ot
any sort.

The Dalai Lama's approval, a8 the custodian of

custom, is necessary for the smallest alteration.

Crowded

out with thoughts of Nirvana and next incarnation, ideas of
science and invention find no room 1n most Tibetan minds.
Violent changes, such as the widening of a road, would dis
please the spirits; any disturbance ia disagreeable from the
religious point of view.

Schooling emphasises calligraphy,

learning the official writing style, and memorization of
texts.

Most literature is commentary on ancient works. Re

stricted to religious areas, art and significant arohitecture
shows little innovation.

No creative capacity is taught in

any of the arts. resulting in carpenters. for instance. ex
pert as restoration. but inadequate for original undertakings.
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Nobles wanting to maintain the status quo discourage exper
iment with private enterprise.

Foreign fashions were ordered

illegal by the Dalai Lama, who appreciated the beauty of na
tive dress.
The second ordering of the Present orientation is demon
strated by the electrification of the Potala, the Dalai Lama'a
palace.

A short oircuit caused

were reinstated.
from service.

8

small fire, and butter lamps

Everyone connected with the idea was fired

Sucb a reaction of the dominant Past order

places stress on aspects of the Present order;

no strange in

novation may be tried unless success is guaranteed.

The

people seem to be potentially oriented more towards the
Present, as their positive reaction to foreign fashion, West
ern doctors, games like football and Mab Jong, and acceptance
of the Indian school teacher before he was expelled by the
monks, would indicate, but the hierarchy insures the domination
of the Past.
Planning for the Winter, large grain stores as buffers
against famine, and individual 3eing-in-Beooming, are out
croppings of the Tibetan~ third-ordered Future temporal
orientation.

The Tibetans rank Subjugation-to-Nature in a first or
dered position.

Life is written and regulated by divine will.

Man can control his fate only by transcending nature through
the void of religious liberation.

Reincarnate:lamas interpret
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the divine will for the population as it happens.

Life is

subject to regular consultations with oracles who test the
omena, divine the future, identify lucky days for action, and
dictate what course should be taken.

Men have a little mastery,

and it takes its third place, but their ability to alter events
is miniscule compared to the writings of their divinity.
Astrological inevitability, imported from China merges with
and reinforces the feeling of subjugation.
Left over from the days before the Divine Will entered
Tibet from India,are a host of minor gods, spirits, demons,
and ghosts included in the old religion, Bon, Whioh

account

for the second rank-ordering of Harmony-With-Nature.

These

touchy gods must be unceasingly entreated, placated, thanked,
and prayed to, a task for which the Tibetans have widely re
cruited the services of butter lamps and long, colorful flags.
Since the benevolence of the gods is most frequently mani
fested in good or bad weather, special weather makers are
employed to influence this aspect.

A summer bail storm will

lead to their dismissal.
Potentially malignant spivits frequent the countryside,
causing large cairns of atones to grow at particularly danger
ous spots
offering.

8S

each passerby shows respect with an additional

After the farmers have plowed their fields in a

zig-zag pattern to catch and drive out any lurking demons,
monks, villagers. and one hundred and eight volumes of literature
annually circumambulate the fields to erect a spiritual
barrier against the spirits.

Any exploitation of nature 1s un
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desireable from a religious point of view.

No effective

shaft mining or widening of roads is practiced because it
1s feared that the spirits would be displeased.

Football

was abolished after a few games, when a hailstorm resulted.
Charm boxes of turquoise are carried as personal protection
to discourage the approach of malignant forces.
away the

demon8~which

To drive

cause sickness, incantations are muttered

over the 111 body, and drums accompany the hollow tones of the
human thigh-bone flutes that are played throughout the night.
Being SUbjugated-to-Nature, dominated by Lineal con
trol of human affairs, and tied to Past time allows a
Tibetan freedom only 1n Being-in-Becoming.
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In the rock valleys south-west of Mount Everest, a people
who have migrated from Tibet live, retaining close religious
and economic ties with their mother country.
The Sherpan Activity orientation retaina ita contents
and rank-ordering from a time prior to the southern migrations.
The vast increase in the gross national ( area ) product since
the introduction of the potato some eighty-five years ago
has been devoted to the construction of monasteries through
out this land that

~ormerly

religious buildings.

was too impoverished to afford .

To fritter away in the worthless doings

of this world the supreme opportunity in this chain of Eternal
Loneliness is like a man adrift on a raft 1n Lake Superior wh.
withers from thirst because he thinks he is on the salt sea.
Right Mindednesa can perfeot onets self for entrance into the
Paradise of Boundless Light.

All of what we are is determined

by our thoughts. Circumambulation, prayer wheels. meditation,
and service to other men remain the paraphernalia of these
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Sherpo-Tibetans' Beleg-in-Becoming orientation.
The Sharpas, if anything, seem to en joy &ing even
more than the Tibetans.
in large numbers.

Lamas,

monk~

and nues get married

Abandonment to gaiety is sparked by the

slightest provocation.

Feasts and merry-making are studded

throughout the year whenever work isn't pressing.
quantities of beer are oonsumed
people gather.

Large

everY~d$~,particularlywhen

LIke her Tibetan counterpart, the hostess

is insulted unless large quantities are oonsumed.
As for their third place Doing orientation, women
spin while they gossip.
wealth.

The wealthy are admired for their

But the Sherpas don't understand their European

employers who wake up in their glacial base camps number
four, complain how they ache and are numb, Bnd then go climbili:lg:,.
on~through

the freezing clouds.

After the men plow the fields, often with teams of men
pulling the plow, women take care of the rest.

If a man la-

a man he spends weeks alone in the high pastures graZing his
yak herd through fields of Alpine flowers breathing air so free
of pollutants it would explode the lungs of a New Yorker as
a smile impales his face.
reliant.

Here this man learns to be self

When he returns to bis village, he retains his first

ordered Individual Relational orientation.
That historical claims of seeiority should be reflected
with special privileges in the present social structure is a
foreign idea to the Sherpas.

Clan identification is perpetuated
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to avoid intermarriage. and allow optional participation in
the biennial celebrations worshipping the clan diety.

There

are no obligations to the clan, and deferential behavior bet
ween members is absent.

Clan and lineage are irrelevant

~o

civic affairs.
The men filling the annually elected village offices
generally rotate so that all have their turn.

They regulate

the agricultural, grazing, and timber activities, settle dis
putes, and set fines.

Redress is offered in future elections.

General aoclal equality flows through the village, with the
richest talking with the poorest on the same level.
Great seasonal movement precludes extended ties and leaves
the nuclear unit one of independence.

When each son 1s married,

he severs his economic ties with his family and forms a new
physical unit with the occasional exception of the youngest
who inherits the house.

Usually, if the youngest marries be

fore his parents die, the house is partitioned to permit privacy.
Property is divided equally between son8 , with a little extra
for the youngest who provides for the proper funeral rites.
A sign of the independence of the individual 1s seen in
marriage which is freely entered and freely terminated by eitlmer
party.

Both retain their individual property rights.

The

freedom from control, and self-reliance that children gain

88

Boon as they can walk perhaps reaches its fullest expression
in the tendency to neglect aged parents.

Children or parents

rarely pit themselves forcefully against strongly held views
of the other.

If a marriage suggestion is extended by a parent,
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the child is free to accept it, or reject it and follow his
own initiative.

A married couple is expected to take care of

themselves, and help in misfortune is independently arranged.
Since morals and merit are personal affairs involving
only an individual's development and karma, no group sanctions
are imposed on actions unless detrimental to another individual.
Col~teral

loyalties to groups has 8 second ordered pos

ition; consensus is needed for pUblic decision.

Two brothers

often share the same wife to avoid the splitting of property
which they botb manage with equal voices.
such cases is held 1n common.

All property in

Unlike their Tibetan brothers,

they confer and consent to some sort of alternation concerning
sleeping arrangements with the wife.

If a man who has set up

a seperate household wants to alienate a plot of land, he
must receive his brother's consent.

If a IDan were to remain

childless, it is a brother who would inherit his land at his
death.
The first ordered ranking of Lineallty in the land of·
their origin, retains some traces in its third ordered posi
tion in Sherpan society.

It is the senior clansman's house

at which the biennial ceremony for the clan diety is held.
The village tax collector is an inherited position.

Abuses

could only be checked through social ostracism - a serious
sanction for these company-loving people.

Finally, a custom

perhaps not insignificant during the Himalayan winters, the
eldest sits closest to the fire.
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The second rank-ordered Past orientation and the third
ordered Future are contained in the Buddhist life view.
Society moves in an unchanging pattern of continuoua fluctua
tions retaining the established way of life for all people in
buzzin~a

this world.

Through this static

can develop·

a better future conciousness.

meritous person
Concerning personal

destiny in this world, the Present temporal orientation dominates
Sherpan view.

Since there is no permanence in fortune or mis

fortune, it is beat to take it as it comes.

A person's

social and financial position doesn't rest on past attainments,
and cannot be assuredly projected into the future.

Although

the potato, which brought a major change in material well
being, was introduced less than a century ago, the present
day Sherpas don't realize that the1r great grandfathers were
without it.

Scant interest in historical migrations or the

order of settlement are other examples of indifference to
past times.

Their tendency to avoid precise future planning

1s demonstrated by their bewilderment when accompanying Euro
pean expeditions that climb with a scheduleD

The Sherpas live with a similar technical culture in
the same hard mountain world as the Tibetans, filled with the
same Buddha and Bon gods, demons, spirits and ghosts, and they
know the sarne methods of dealing with these forces.

But the

Sherpas relate themselves to this world in a flip-aided manner;
they rank Mastery-Over-Nature in a first ordered position and
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Subjugation last.

Humans used to be subjugated to surrering

torments in en evil world, but now they continually celebrate
the ongoing victory of Buddhist doctrine over the forces of
evil.

The population is satisfied that the lamas are taking

care of everything.
by mental powers.

Evil forces cen be brought under control
This 1s not the mentality that thinks the

gods will be mollified by theppoper words and hence decide not
to punish; this is a force like water which can be laid on
f1re to put it out.

Knowing the right behavior towards the

spirits is alao part of a man's feeling of Mastery.

Harmony

With-Nature is in an important second ordered position for the
herder who annually dedioates aiyak to the mountain god and
drives his herd past the alter.

After this act of harmony is

aocomplished, though, if a man looses a yak, it is his own
mismanagement that is to blame.

He is similarly master of

bis own fate in the wheel of life and rebirth.

Moral trans

gression doesn't bring retribution from the gods, bis deliver
ance is simply delayed.
The Sherpan second ordering towards nature is much like
the Tibetan second ordering;
by m!nor

ma~evolent

beings which can be rendered innocuous

by appropriate means.
and expulsion rites.

most all misfortune is caused

Illness and death call for incantations
Charms, magical signs, and prayer flags

bave their protective functions.

Ceremonies include the

stabbing and burning of the evil spirit in effigy.

A lama's

recitations to affect the weather oan be bought as desired.
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Tokugawa Japan was a highly unified culture throughout
the Dation, split by striot class distinctions.

The industri

ous peasants ( the class forming the focus of this chapter )
from villages in KyUsbu and Honshu had more 1n cammon with
each other than they did with the district chief administering
their area, who tended to rank Being-in-Becoming, Lineality,
and Past orientations in a first ordered position.
Be ing,ln the Japanese Islands, is not highly valuedi
it is what a man can do, and to a certain extent, what a mao
c~n

become that is important.

Muoh leisure time is spent

learning new skills, such as horseback riding, archery, jiu
jitsu, reading, and for the girls, flower arrangement and
playing a stringed instrument, the aamisen.

Instead of

Visiting the geisha houses in the nearby town, a farmer
typioally saved and invested any money he could.

Ris rep

utation rested upon how well be provided for his family.
A tendency towards perseverance, and an orientation towarda
achieVing goals exterior to themselves helped the Japanese
to quickly master new techniques when they were introduced
from acrose the seas.
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Utter disregard or personal happiness while seeking
to fulfill a prescribed pattern of duty completely exterior
to the self was the Tokugawa ideal.

Even death in battle

could not repay one ten-thousandth of the debt a subject
owed his lord and forebears.

Civilian activity was severely

regulated by sumptuary laws, police watchfulness, etiquette,
and rules or deference pertaining to relations between the
classes.

What a person did or did not do while walking

down the street could easily cost him his life.
Whether or not it is severe and early toilet training,
aa Geoffrey Gorer and others suggest, that inhibits spontan
eous expression of the personality, such expression *as\"OOB
sidered to be egoistic rUdeness. 11 The Japanese concern for
doing the right thing at the right time and place approached
soolal tyranny.

The attempt to present a oivil and smiling

face may have masked real aggression with politeness. Young
adults always did the traditional thing to avoid the worst
sanction: ridicule.
Only children and the elderly were allowed to wear
bright colora; perhaps these segments of the society had
first ordered Being orientations.

Older people, particularly

women, became less repressed, more ribald, and did less work,
using their seniority to pass their tasks to others. Through
out adult life, Being received second ordered expression in
the many opportunities for part1es, particularly after a
group project.

First work, then drinking, singing, dancing,

and obscene jokes.
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Without an instrument of measurement, the rank
ordering of the Being-in-Becoming orientation among the
peasants 1sn't clear.

Zen, Tendai, and Shingon, empha

sizing personal development, were largely upper class
sects.

The popular Pure Land sects emphasized being

whatever one waa, for in a very corrupt age there was
no p.osalo±llty of following the Buddha's Law; having
faith in prayer was the path to salvation. It is uncer
tain whether Being-in-Becoming had a second, or more
likelY,a third ordered position.

A self-contained social unit of about twenty households
called the buraku) whose members were nearly all related
through blood and marriage)waa the most signifioant group
in the life of the rice farmer.

Strictly

col~teral

in its

funotioning,this institution is responsible for the first
rank-ordered position of that orientation.

In two year inter

vals, the men confer until they unanimously decide who they-are
going to elect as head.
lack of bossesj

Life in the buraku is noted for its

the headman is a caretaker, who makes sure

everything is taken care of, rather than a ruler.

Unanimity

is necessary before undertaking the many important cooperative
efforts necessary for the functioning of the group.

After

the flood season subsides and a day has been chosen to recon
struct the bridge, every member of the community finds work
to do until the task is complete.

No~one

has acted as foreman
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or director.
pllshad.

Spring road and path clearing are similarly accom

The buraku co-operate during the transplanting of

rice, housebuilding or repairing of fire and storm damage,
prOViding food on a rotating schedule for religious holidays,
and at funerals and festivals.

Kumi are subdivisions of five

hbuseholds responsible for each other's bealth, morals, and
welfare.

Privacy is not one of tbe features of the

~uraku.

Every year, the spokegman of the kumi is rotated.
The second ranked Lineal1ty 1s expressed in the family
struoture.

Inheritanoe of property and Bocial position is

handed from the master to his eldest son.

In the house, the

master, who dispenses all the family income, and who Is first
to bathe in the evening, determines the law.

The younger

sons who are adopted by families.without male children be
come the equals of their brothers as masters of another bouse
hold, and they become chief help-mates.

Other brothers form

branch families under the loose leadership of the eldest.
The household co-operates on agricultur"sericulture, and
ancestor worship, and are the chief participants at weddings
and funerals.

Even today, Japanese children give nservice to

others" as reasons for their ocoupational choices significantly

lZ
more often than do their American counterparts.
Lineality, and individual merit and ruthlessness were
the two orientations controlling the feudal hierarchy that lived
their lives above and beyond the villages after taxes were
collected.
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The Individualist in the village was the misfit, the
one who wouldn't co-operate, and aince he most often was a
younger brother with s less important position in the family,
he frequently left for the city to become the vanguard of
change.

The buraku is old, perhaps little changed since the
introduction of wet rice culture shaped it in the time of
Christ and through the later Han dynasty.

It is rice that

remained unchanged and the backbone of the farmer's seoond
rank-ordered Paat temporal orientation.

On this foundation,

an awareness of change, sometimes helpful, other times disas
terous, was built into their f}rst ordered Present orientation.
Spirit worship, Shintoism, Taoism, Buddhism and

astrolog~

each

with myriad multiplications of sects, have swept over Japan and
been accepted.

Ruling systems and laws have come and gone.

Indigenous, Chinese and Western cultures have been amalgamated.
Whatever seemed to help the farmer live and grow rice was
adopted; any irrelevant items were dropped.

The peasants

have always been aware of another culture in the city, where
new things might always be learned.

Education to change a

younger son's vision of the world.ln preparation for a career
1n the citYiwas a not infrequent

occ~e

in rural Japan.

The Future orientation had a more significant third place
ordering on the islands than in the other societies of this
report.

Secular education for the future was an important

part of many lives.
ment were the

no~.

Long term economic planning aod invest
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The Buddha of infinite compassion may have responded to
the often recited prayer, "Narnu Amida Butsu", and sent a dying
soul to heaven, but if the Lord interceded 1n the daily lives
of man before he died, it went unnoticed.

As a man stepped

about his fields and out of his bath, it was an assortment of
spirits, evil influences and gods, collected under the name
Shinto, that occupied his attentions as they concerned his
relation to Nature.

A patron god looked after the well-being

of the village as a whole, and the Shinto priest thanked him
for a good harvest.

Honored bisnabally were the wind and the

rain, unless a drought occasioned a special buraku dance be
fore a local waterfall to coax the water spirit to direct the
fall of water onto their fields.

Before a house was built,

the land god was propitiated, and before the thatch was laid,
a ridgepole oeremony was enacted to avoid the evil influences
of the North-West.

Enshrined in the house were the gods of 

good fortune, who were given rice every morning, and above
the stove, the land and the SUD goda were given flowers.
If treated properly, a special diety would look after the well
being of pregnant women.

The river god was appeased once a

year and intreated to not interfere with users of the bridge.
Good luck and bad luck spirits inhabited the air like a morning
fog which never evaporated, and paper talismans were employed
to ward off the latter.

Into the houses of those not sincerely

religious would come the bewitching dog and fox spirits causing
illness, and a special prayer man would be hired to drive them
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out.

Astrology inoreased the ideological expression of Tibetan

Subjugation to Nature; for the Japanese with

a first ordered

Harmony-with-Nature orientation, auspicious days were sought
to keep everything In balance.
Despite everything a man was able to do, tragedy in
evitably broke through.

Subjugation-to-Nature was oonsidered

the lot of man,for measures to keep the Harmony were not un
l1mited.in their effectiveness.

Their third plaoe ordering

of the Over Nature orientation was not an indication that it
was insignifioant.

Rioe farmers were not haphazard with their

crops. thinking that their yields were all

8

matter of fate.

Their activities conoerning proper planting, transplanting,
irrigation, fertilization, weeding, and meticulous pest removal
with hand labor form a tribute to their Man-Over-Nature orien
tation.
Doing and Present are dominant in both the Japanese
and Alorese Islands;

a dominant Collateral rather than an

Individual orientation seems to produce considerable differenoes.
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THE PENOBSCOT INDIANS

Orientation

Rank-Ordering
2

1

3

Activity

Being

Doing
(Being - in-Becoming)

Relational

Linial

Collateral

Temporal

Present Past

Man-Nature

Over

Individual
Future

With

Subjected

In the watershed draining Central Maine, the Penobscbts
and their river were co-inhabitants. and lived together in
every seaBon.

Even more significantly than the Trobriand

Islanders. these radmen were a
man

d~od

mo~

people; before the white

their river and took their land.

In the old days, fiah. game and wild plants were so
numerous that agriculture was limited to little patches of
corn and vegetables.

Clearing and hoeing were too much work,

and not very enjoyable.
the Indians.

Most of the time was play time for

Riding their sturdy birch-bark canoes from camp

to camp was a favorite 0pasttme.

Marathon story-telling

competitions lasting three nights put the cream on a traveler's
stop-over of talking and loafing about in the Maine air.

They

never failed to appreciate the funny side of any moment.
People in Orono told me, "Never trust those lazy Indiana; they
always tell lies."

For one thing the Penobacots were grate

ful to the white man;

the Indians' first rank-ordered Being

orlentation showed itself inan ina.tiable love of jokes, and
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they had never met a group of men so gullible.

More than

any other culture of this study, the Penobscots played games.
Lacrosse, pick-up-sticks, marbles, dice, log rolling, racing
and wrestling are samples of their varied and widely ranging
repertoire.

When the tribe gathered at the eel and seal

camps, dancing and feasting abounded.
Achievements measurable by external standards account
for a large part of their activity.

Unlike the Tibetans,

they were extremely competitive in their games.

A winner

was honored, as was a sucoessful hunter, a skilled
man, and

8

crafts~

powerful ahamano

The Being-in-Becoming orientation probably held a
third ordered position for the majority of the tribe, but
the shaman was the exception.

He would fast for days and

abstain from sleep 1n order to develop his personality
until it could perform miracles.

Only a half-dozen or

so men and women would follow this path during anyone
generation.

The others were content to enjoy themselves,

and compete with each other on normal levels.

By the measurements of Kluckhohn's questionnaire,
the Penobscots ranked Lineality as their first ordered
Relational orientation.

Hunting areas and maple sugar

groves were owned by individual olans as long as they
were utilized.

Game was brought into the village and

shared among clanameno

The eldest member of the clan

inherited the job of authority over its members and rep
resentative to the tribe council.

Loosely-knit,extended
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families often formed a cluster of individual family
lodges arranged in no particular order.

The eldest

male and female would tend to exercise hegemony over
members of their respective sexes.

The tribal chieftain,

who arbitrated disputes, gave or withheld permission for
blood revenge, represented the Penobscota at meetings
with other tribes, and acted as war leader, inherited
his position.

Elders made the important decisions, for

they were wiser men.

At tribal gatherings, people were

seated by their rank.

The chief was needed as ceremonial

leader and co-ordinator for construction

o~

the eel traps.

but his position carried little power, for the tribe was
rarely gathered together as a unit.
Hunting is rarely a dependable occupation, and an
individual alone would have faced many lean days.

Since

the clan was spread out over their entire area, only large
prizes, a deer or elk, were widely distributed.

It was the

extended, or nuclear family that shared a rabbit or porcu
pine.

Since a younger brother's kill was as valued as an

older·a, a feeling of collaterality reigned in the oamp
under the deference given to the eldest.

More absolutely

equal were the partnerships of friends who shared property.
fortunes, and responsibilities for life.

They would hunt

together. and care for the otherts children if one froze
to death.

The seven

grQD~__

of the Great Spirit founded

the seven clans, and their descendants lived in equality,
one clan with another.
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As compared with the pervasive power of Llneality
1n India, we might call the Penobscots' first ordering
a weak one, end their third ordered Individual orientation
an extremely strong one.

A man spent many months every

year hunting and trapping alone in the woods without his
group loyalties to Bupport him.

It is not that he put

personal goals before group goals as in a true Individual
orientation, but simply that there were no groups for
much of the time.

When the groups did re-form, an orien

tation towards subservience did not have time to develop.
Lineality was based upon convenience and consensus rather
than dependence and Bwe.

During their games, a youngster

would be a8 fierce a competitor against the clan chief

8S

against any other; he was allowed to win if he could. The
Shamans readily deployed their special powers for personal
gain and feuding, but rarely used them for group welfare,
as they easily might have.

When the Penobscots lost their

ItBd. and were all liVing on a single island 1n Old Town,
feuds quickly developed, and the chief lost his position
in favor of selection by biennial election. A money economy
amoothed the unevenness of meals, and families quickly
broke into nuclear units.

Some differences 1n rates of

ohange will be discussed in the next chapter.

The Penobscot's easy acceptance of change without
actively seeking it indicates a first ordered Present Temp
oral orientation.

Soon after the French arrived J they heard

that the white man, whose bronze helmets were still buried
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on the coast (Lief Ereckson?), had come in ancient times,
and was defeated by the Shamans' spirit power.

It was pro

pheaized that he would come again equipped with strong know
ledge, and the Indians were to learn from them.

When the

Jesuits brought the news of Christ to the valley, there was
rejoicing and immediate acceptance of the new ceremony.
Penobsoot theology was very close to that of the French; The
Great Spirit created in his world Khoss-Kus-Beh J a man 1n his
own image, who fathered the human race and taught it all it
knew.

The Christian Son of God was understood to be a reap

pearance of Khos-Kua-Beh on Barth, with more teaching for the
benefit of man.

The Indians quickly adopted the cross, guns,

woolen blankets, steel axes and alohohol o

Schools with White

teachers the tribe was more reticent to accept, but, completely
on their own initiative, after years of argumentation between
faotions, they petitioned their agent for the necessary supplies.
While additions of new technology and ceremonies were
welcomed (the word for Great Spirit remained unchanged in the
Catholic Kass), the second ordered Past asserted itself when
demands for a whole new way of life were pressed upon the tribe.
The musket helped the hunter, but how did the shoe faotory,
which ended the salmon run with its dam and pollution, help
him to live?

The Indians are employed 1n large numbers on all

three clattering shifts, but the money doesn't eliminate the
shock that hangs over Indian Island now.
The future orientation, while necessary for all societies
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to function,

was not particularly important to the old tribe.

In the days when the Penobscots ranged whepever their
river flowed, a living spirit was felt in all things ••• energy
and power .•• eminating and centering in the Great Spirit
from which all being came.

The Great Spirit could be wit

nessed in the celestial bodies, mountains, rivers and trees.
Khoae-Kus-Be~,

the first emination of the Great Spirit in

his own image, reduced a hoat of mammoth sized animals into
the woodland creatures of today to reduce nature to a scale
which his desoendents could dominate.

The Great Spirit,

through his son, gave man direct power over seeds, animals,
fish and birds, and also gave them their entire culture so
that they could shape the environment to support mankind.
taught man everything:

He

from nut-gathering, languages, love,

and fire, to snow-shoes

and the bow and arrow.

Then Kbose

Kus-Beh left his seven sons with their wives and rivers to
show them that they must not always ask for spiritual help,·
but should

do things with their own labor.

Appeal to spirit

ual power should occur only when their first rank-ordered
Mastery-of-Nature orientation and their second ordered Harmony
with-Nature orientation failed to yield adequate results.
This removal of Khose-Kus-Beh fram continuing involvement in
the world of man resulted in a comparatively weak link between
the Great Spirit and Man.
self, and be did, with

8

Man was left to take card of him
vast barbal medicine, and an astonishing

wood and biroh-bark technology.
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Through a rigorous training of fasting and abstinence, the
power of the spirit and animistic world could be tapped and
applied by the devotee for a wide variety of uses.

The chiefs

of the clans were more likely to have such Shamanistic powers
than reputations as warriors.

Such power was more often used

up in the heartlessly egotistical

endea~

of demonstrating

their strength, overcoming rivals, and great cross-conjuring
feuds, than in dispelling public trouble end misfortune.
A Shaman's power could cure sickness, control great storms,
and rid the world of monsters.

A Shaman demonstrated his

power by walking on water, leVitating, disappearing, and turning
into an animal.

He used his power for incantations before the

hunt, protecting others from devils and hostile magic, harming
enemies by injury to a likeness, and killed with a cry or
pointing of the finger.

Neighboring

was said, only until one could

c~ps

were friendly, it

tyrranl~etthe~oth~~.

A man's power over nature had to be backed up by Harmony.
The Penobscota' endevor to think with an animal, stressing
telepathic tune with it and thus knowing where the game is, was
1n contrast to the Whites' method of thinking about the quarry.
The Indians felt a great debt to the animal world for letting
itself be killed, and showed careful respect towards their
bones to avoid offending the animals' spirit which would cause
a general disappearance of game if mistreated.

Ghosts,

particularly those of persons frozen to death, lingered 1n
the woods, and care had to be taken not to insult them.
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Personal charms were carried to discourage other malevolent
spirits.

Singing could quiet rough waters and storm winds,

as it strengthened the oanoemen.

Taboos were observed for

such purposes as loosening the bark from its tree and freeing.

it of knotholes, and to make a runner fleet.
Disease rarely carried off an adult.

Accidents, bunger

and Meine winter temperatures were the three forces the Penob
scots ultimately felt subjugated to, and it was for deliver

ance from these that they turned and prayed to the Great
Spirito

•
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SOME

COMMENTS

Table of the rank-orderings of orientations of the seven
societies in this study end the

Activity

2

of Kluckhohn'a.

A1 orese

Tro b
r ien
d
1

fi~e

1

3

2

I nd i an
1

3

2

3

Relational

Being Doing 8e-inBecom.
Lin. ColI. Ind.

Doing Being Be-inBecom.
Ind. Coll. Lin.

Being Doing
Be.-in-Becom.
Lin. ColI. Ind.

Temporal

Past

Pres. Fut.

Pres. Past

Fut.

Past

Pres.

Fut.

Man-Natura

With

Over

Subj. With

Over

With

Subj.

Over

Subj.

Tibetan
2

1

Japanese

Sherpan
3

2

1

:3

1

2

3

Be.-in- Baing Doing
Bacom.
Ind.
ColI. Lin.

Doing Being
Be.-in-Becom •
Ind.
CoIl. Lin.

Relational

Be.-ln- Being Doing
Becom.
Call. Ind.
Lin.

Temporal

Past

Pres. Fut.

Pres.

Past

Fut.

Pres. Past

Fut.

Subj.

With

Over

With

Subj.

With

Over

Activity

Man-~Ta

ture

Over

Penobscot
1

2

Texas Homestaad

Mormon
3

I

2

Subj.

:3

1

2

3

Doing Being

Relational

Baing Doing
Doing Being
Be. -in-Become
Lin. Call. Ind.
Ind. ColI.

Lin.

Ind.

ColI.

Lin.

Temporal

Pres. Past

Activity

an-Nature lOver

With

Fut.

Pres.

Past

Fut.

Pres.

Past

Subj.

Over

Vl1th

Subj.

Over

With

Subj •

----- -

1

I

Fut.

1

2

Navaho

Spanish American

Zuni
3

1

2

:3

Activity

Doing Being

Relational

ColI. Lin.

Ind.

Ind.

Temporal

Pres. Past

Fut.

Man-Nature

With

Subj. Over

1

2

3

Doing Being

Being Doing
ColI.

ColI. Lin.

Ind.

Pres. Fut.

Past

Pres. Past

Fut.

Subj. Ovar

With

With

Subj.

Lin.

Over
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Twelve societies provide too small a sampling from
whiab to propose serious correlational hypotheses, but
some interesting patterns emerge.

Kluckhohn asserts that

the four orientations are independently variable, and that
any combination is possible, but that same combinations
might form better internal fi tal than others, causing less
strain, and hence are more likely to appear.

The following

table correlates each variation, when it appears in a firat
rank-ordering, with the other dominant variations with
which it appears.

For Instance,in the six societies which

rank Being as their dominant Activity orientation, four
rank Lineality as their doml'nant Relational orientation,
and two rank Subjugation as their dominant Man-Nature
orientation.

The Being-in-Becoming orientation is not

included.
First Rank-Ordered Orientation

Correlated First Rank-Orderings
Lineal

Being
4

Ntnnber of
Appearances
as Dom,lnant
Orientation

6

Past

Collateral

o
Present

3

3

With

Subjugated

Individual
2

Future

o
Over

2

Lineal
Doing
6

Collateral

o
Past

o
With
3

Individual
:5

Present
4

Subjugated
1

Future
2

Over
2
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-

First Rank-Ordered Orientation

Lineal
Number of
Appearances
as Dominant
Orientation

Correlated First Rank-Orderings
Doing

Being

o

4

Past

Present

Future

1

o

4

:3

With
2

Collateral

:3

o

o
:3

Present

Future

:3

o

Subjugated

OVer

o

o

Doing

Being

:3

2

Past
5

1

Being

With

Individual

1

Over

Doing

Past
:3

SUbjugated

o
With

o

Present

Future
.2

3
SUbjugated

Over

2:

3

Doing

Being

Paat

o

:3

:3

Lineal
:3

With
2

Collateral

o
Subjugated
1

Individual

o
Over

o
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First

Ran~-Ordered

Orientation

Present
Number of
Appearanoes
as Dominant
Orientation

Correlated First Rank-Orderings
Doing

Being

4

3

Lineal

Collateral

Individual

7
2

With
3

Future
2

2

Sub ,juga ted
2

Doing

Being

2

o

Lineal

Collateral

o

o

2

Subjugated

Over

With

o

5

Being

:3

Lineal

Collateral

Individual
-0

2

3

Past

Present

Future

:3

o

2

SUbjugatlon-To-Nature

Individual

o

Doing

Rarmony-With-Nature

Over

Doing

Being

1

2

Lineal
3
1

Past
1

Collateral

Individual

o
Present

Future

2'

o
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First Rank-Ordered Orientation

M88tspy-Over-Nature

Correlated First Rank-Orderings
Doing

Being

2

2

Lineal

Number
of Appearances 4
as Dominant
Orientation

1

Collateral

Icdividual
3

0

Past

Present

0

2

Future
2

Being is c·orrelated negatively with:'s Future and Collateral
orientation.

Doing is negatively correlated with Lineality

and a Past orientation.

People who are satisfied with what

they are, are not particularly concerned with change. Doing
concerns achieved statusj Lineality is asoribed status fixed
in a Past

t~e.

When Doing is measured in terms of success

with nature, With or Over prevails in this sample.

It Is

in Alo:r:., where Doing is not dlrected toward the natural
environment, that a first ordered Subjugation 1s reoorded
with

8

dominant Doing.
Lineality, with ita

s~ress

on ordered, positional

succession to maintain continuity, is positively correlated
.i th the PAst and Being orientations J and negatlv·ely .ith
the Future.

Collaterality 1s correlated with Doing, Present,

and Harmony-W1th-Nature orientations.

In a group which has

no proVisions for automatically deciding leadership and
status, it is understandable that members would be oriented
towards the type of actiVity that oan be measured and

OQm

pared, and wi tb the past irrelevant and the future· fluid,
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that members would be Invo,lved in the dynamiC' change of
the group as it conoerns them 1n the present.

Perhaps

the necess,l ty for harmony-based consensus wi thin the group
extends to their Man-Nature orientations.

Since the

individual is unconnected positionally with the

sooiety~

the past would have I1ttle importance to him, and perhaps
his autonomy in sooiety extends to autonomy with nature.

In the sample, a Paat orientation is negatively
correlated with the

Maste~~Over-Nature orientation.

Con

queringand subduing involve change, not the whole-hearted
acceptance of the wayan individual finds things. A Future
orientation i9 correlated with Doing, Individual, and Over
orientations in the two American examples.

/

Emile Durkbeim, 1n The Element_srI
Llt'~,

:f'OrinS

of the Religious

suggested that religion is the woX'sbip 'of soc1.ety 1 teelf,

and would refleot the organization snd deployment of the groupo
With their southern migrations, the Sherpas radically altered
the rank-orderings of their value orientations from a first
ranked Lineality, Past, and Subjugation, to Individual, Present.
and Mastery-aver-Nature.

Historioally, movement from private

lands, and the direot taxation of the Dalai LAma. to the
lighter loads and protection of tbe nobles' estates has b&en
the most common move for the T'ibetan8.

The Sherpas completely

moved out from under the oppressiveness of Lineality, and the
observed Tibetan tendency towards Present and more equalitarian
orientations could emerge. Because the Sherpa now had a more
masterful place in his s,oc1ety, Durkbe.im' B idea w,ould suggest
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that the feeling would be incorporated in hiS' religl,o,n
and ordering of the world.

A Mastery-over-Nature orlen

tatlon did accomparty 'the move out from under the contr'ol
of the nobles, and religious hierarchy'.

'Fhe tW'o other

cultures ranking first ordered Individual Relational
orientations with first ordered Subjugation, support
Durkheim.

The Spanish-Arne,rlcacs ranked Lineali ty

8S

their flrst ordered cho'ice, thirty-five years ago, and
its influence still structures their thinking about the
world around them.

In their farming and cattle raising,

the areas In which they have gained their greatest Inde

,

pendence from the old Patron controller, they also exhibit
a trend toward the Mastery-aver-Nature orientation.

The

Alorese Individual orientation does not include respect
for other individuals, and an almost Hobbesian war results.
It is lack of group loyalties which characterizes this
individualism more than
worth.

feeling of self.-assurance, and

Though the men of Alar are dependent upon them

selves. they feel oppressed by the society around them,
instead of feeling themselves to be rulers of their soc,lal
fate, and this feeling 1s projected into their Subjugationto-Nature orientation.
The Man-Nature orlenta,tion has' no statistical oorrela
tions with a Qulture's Activity orientation, alth'ough the
content of man's relation to nature in anyone culture
might be

~el8!ted

to that cuI tUTel 1 s ActivIty orlentati·oD

0

Tibet. haVing imported much of its culture from India, Is
similar to that oountry in its ideas about nature, but
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stresses different elements.

In India, the local gods of

disease and good fortune fill the mind with their immediacy
and relevancy.

People daily pray to them snd try to remain

in balanoe to prevent their scourge.
tained by day to day Being proper
Hindu Tradition

1~

This balance is main

h~an

belngg.

The

Great

more removed from the people; the Brahmin

caate members might be the only ones able to read the profound
texts.

People know about Brahma and perfecting the Self to

meet him, but this is more remote than the daily necessity
of health and good crops.
The slituatlon Is reversed In Tibet.
family sends off a member to a monastery.

Almost every
The Buddhistic

world of sorrow creeps forth ita petty pace, spun onward
by the force of ignorant desire, doomed to bring suffering
to all who do not develop their personalities to the point
where they can be liberated.

Even those who do not join

a monastery are very much concerned with Being-in-Becoming.
Prayer wheels, prayer flags, and prayers are Ubiquitous.
Tibetans are more careful in their interpersonal relations
than IndiaQs.

They are subjected to the conditions of the

world p but oan be liberate,d from their slavery by p.ersonal
development. India's concern with Harmony enoourages Being;
Tibet's feeling of Subjugation is linked in this one culture
with Being-in-Becom1ng.
There 1s an interesting relationship between agricultural
peoples and the Harmony-With or
tations.

SUbjugatlon-t~-~ature orien

The hunting, pastoral, and industrialized societies

all prefer the Over-Nature

o~lentation.

Perhaps the time a

man spends alone is also linked with the first rank-ordering
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of the

Individual

Relational

orientation.

One of Kluckhohn'a hypotheses is that rate of assimila
tion between cultures will depend upon the goodness of fit
of value orientation rankings.

India has found that sbe

cannot retain all of Indian culture with tbe adoption of
mechanization;' 1nternal cons1stency Is important for the
stability of

8

society,

In the industrial cities allover

the world, values, close 't'o the American rank-ordering are
developing.

On the chart below, the goodness of fit

between the seven cult,ures of this paper, as they appeared
before significant contact with the West, and the five
cultures of Kluckhohn's study, as they existed in 1950,
are graphed on a continuum showing the degree to which
they approach the

rank~orderings

industrial nation.

of the moat advanced

A congruent first rank-ordering between

the sooiety and the United States' ranking would give that
society eight points.

A second rank-ordering 1n that society

of a value which 1s ranked first in the United States
would give that oulture four points.
of

8

A first rank-ordering

value by that culture of a value ranked second by the

United States would give three points, and 8 oongruent
second rank-ordering by both cultures' would g.ive the
sooiety two points.

Bec'8use of t ts inoomplet.eness, Being

in-Becoming 1s not included.

Tbe most un-American orien

tations possible would yield a society thirteen points of
good fit, while a perfectly matched sooiety would be
oredited with forty points of good rite

If all other
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factors were beld constant, one could predict fram this
chart the rates of adaptation to

modern~zatlon.

The

Spanish-Americans 'of 1950 would hold a slig,ht edge over
the Alorese of 1934, and would be assimilated into an
industrialized world much more easily thaD the Tibetans
of World War II.

The chart conta1.ns one axplanation

for the remarks of returning P.eace Corps, Volunteers
who are erfervescent about their terms in Nepal, but are
sullen about their tours of duty in India.

Eighteenth

Century Japan is suggestively shown in a significantly
better position to rece1ve. Western culture than was
India.

(Turn to ohart on next page)
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Goodness of

Fit

No change necessary; perfect fit

Most difficulty 1n acoulturation

Continuum
40- Texas Homestead, Mormon

30

Shel'pao

26

Spanish-American

25

Alorese

2.3

NaVAho

22

Penobscot

20

Japan

19

Zuni

18

Trobriand Islands

14

India

13

Tibet
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China. with ita easily visible dominant Lineallty
and Past orientations, was a poor tit.
orientation

i~

Its Activity

offhand. less eVident to the writer, but

dominant Lineallty and Past orientations in all the socie
ties of this study are, strongly corl'elated with the domi
nant Being orientations. and suoh a

~ank-order1ng

of the

Activity orientation would worsen the fit. Japan, with its
goal-oriented Doing. end Present
able to search for

8

solution to the problem of

powerful barba:rian presence ev·er.
~ormulate

Temporal orientation, was

Wi thout

th~

most

the tendency to

new goals and act to achieve them, the mainland

nation went on boiDg Chinese, and reacting as it had In
the pasto

Many que:!:rtiona cconfr·onted me 1n the application of
Kluckhohn's quest10nnaire to the societies of this study.
In her Aotivity orlentatioD, she talk a

or

Belng-in

Becoming as n •.. the kind of activity whicb has as ita gQsl"
the development of all aspects of the self as an integrated
whole. n 13

Buddhiam fits well into the pattern, but _hat

about Penobsoot shamanism?

The practitioner develops his

selt and his tune w1th his surroundings in order to have
more power and efCectiveness in his actiVities, whiob are
measured by external standards.

Is this Some kind of

Doing-in-Beooming orlentat1on?
In the Trobriand Islands., ..bere there 1s no' son8 e of
1

development, 18 the Being-in-Becoming or1ent,ation represented
at all, as Kluckhohn asserts it must be' 1n all cultures?
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Kluckhohn's questionnaire emphasizes the physical
aspects of Being - indolence, singing, talking, traveling:
things which our culture defines as

n

given 1n the personality."

Responding to her questions, the Trobriand Islanders might
appear very Doi'ng ort,ented indeed.
culture-boundnes8 of her questions.
primar1ly for utilitarian

g08~S

This results from the
Trobriand work is not

as Kluckhohn assumes in

ber choice of questions, but 1s oonsidered as " given 1n
the perao,uallty, n which is our definition of a Being
orientation. A Trobriand would respond, Ryes, I like to

put in extra work on my gardens," but this i8 being
Trobriand.
The, questions designed to mea.sure Relational orientations

are perhaps too

~riented

to stable oammanities.

They probe

the decision-making processes of groups, for example, whioh
is

8

good index of the organization of an agricultural

oommuni ty. Judging by the, que,stloonalre, the Penobscots
rank the Individual orientation in a third position,

do the Hindus.

88

Because of the widely varying lmportaDc,e

of the community to aD individual in the two, cultures, the
congruen~e

of their ranking pattern,s 1s deceptive·.

The

individual is an exoeedingly important unit for the hunting
tribe.
a8

Perhaps questions con.cerning the indiVidual, such

the amount of time spent alone, atti tudes t,oward competi

tion, or marriage mate selection, rather than oommunity
oriented questions, would help to point out the
between these types of sooieties.

difte,r'~moe

...SlWhile looking over the societies having first ranked
Individualism, two forms appear.

One type, exemplified by

the Sherpan and Mormon cultures, give normative ba,cklng t,o
this position.

The individual 19 inviolate, and few orimes

are called such unless they harm other individuals.

This

class, championing respectfoJr' the 1ndlvidual, is eQrrelate,d
wi tb the Maste'1"Y-over-Nature orient,ation.

The Trobriand

Islanders have great respect for personal autonomy.

Each

individual is unique, and a special, incomparable being.
In terms of respect for the individual, they might b'e clas,sed
wi th the Sherpas.

The Individual orlantatio,n of the Alor,ase

is by default; he respects no group or individual.
above

Goodness

o~

On the

Fit Continuum, the Alorese are shown

moDe fit to receive Western culture than the Trobriands.
If Respect For the Individual were to replaoe the Individual
orientation, the Trobrianders would be pronounced more fit.
It is uncertain which is more important.
A minor problem with the Temporal questions is their
oulture-boundnes8 toward concern with physical changes.
"Will my family be better off financially?" is the kind of
ooncern with the future probed by the questionnaireo The
Tibetans appear totally Past oriented a8 measured by this
prejudioe towards the material.

Their Being-in-Becoming

orientation stresses a better future for the soul, and
results in an important, but unmeasured Future orientation.
A larger problem is the Trobria;nd! idea of time. They
do not understand Grandfather's time as happening in the
past, nor do 'they recognize a future.

If the Temporal
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orientation Is understood to be the kind of prejudice
towards change, rather than their orientation towards
past, present, and future, the problem can be ,overcome,
and this society can be acaommodated by the questionnaire.
The Man-Nature orientation waB the most troublesome
of all.

When one contrasts the idea that God punishes

man directly for his sins, with the outlook that God
doesn't interfere and man must invent teohnology to subdue
nature, the difference between Harmony-With and Mastery
Over-Nature is clear-cut.

~n

God spatters Into the gods,

demons, spirits, ghosts, witches, devila, evil influences,
and bad luck, and when technology encompasses' incantations,
prayers, spells, diVination, charms, effigy-burning, ceremonies,
end magic, the division between Harmony-With-Nature and
Mastery-Over-Nature blurs.

In Kluckhobn's

questionnaire~

she emphasizes "lIving in the right way" as an indication
of

8

Harmony orientation·'"

There is no indlcatio,n whether

or not magic is to be considered as' "living in the right
way," or to be include.d as' technology.

In this pap'or, the

following distinction was made: if the action was seen to
be oausally related to the re'sul t, it was oonsidered Mastery
Over-Nature; if the aotivity was thought to aot upon an
agent,that retained its independence,!n a persuasive manner,
such as coaxing, bribing, or demonstrating sinc,eri ty ~ the
activity was considered a manifestation of Harmony-With
Nature, or "living in the right way."

Trobriand magic is

part of a harmonious pattern; Penobscot magic directly
controls the environment.
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For future classifications, Subjugation-to-Nature
might be Bub-d1vided into,

1) Subjugation to a past,

unchangeable law, which unfolds as it was written, through
time,

2) Subjugation to a capricious God, and

3) Living

In indifferent chaos, where scientirio law might be dis
covered, but not altered.
Finally, the Mastery-Over-Nature ori·entation requires
the concept of oausality_

Without developmental ideas of

one thing influencing another through lineal caus'ali ty,
Mastery-ever-Nature could not be included in a society,
even in a third rank-ordered position.

Dorothy Lee asserts

that the Trobriands are such a society, and

8S

such would

not include SUbjugation or Mastery in their orderings, as
Kluckhohn says they must.

Perhaps the problem of lineal

causation or non-causative patterning is another basic
question which all societies face, and which has., a limited
number of possible solutions.
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Abstraet for An Approach to
Culture. Thr0}lBh Value Orientations

By

Walter Greist

T'o the search for the essentials' of culture' s struc
turings of the world, Florenoe Kluckhohn added hypotheses
concerning the nature of variations in value orientations.
She a,ss'erta:
1)

There are a Itm1ted number of common problems for

which all people at all time,s must find Bcme solution.
2)

While there 1s variability in solutions of all the

problema, it is neither limitless nor random but 1s definitely
variable within
3)

8

range of possible solutions.

All alternatives of all solutions are present in ell

societies at all times, but are differentially preferred.
The four common problema ahe conoerned

hers~lf

witb are

mants modality of activity, man's relation to other men, his
orientation towarda time, and relation to nature.

The possible

solution.s for the a,ctivl ty problem varied from valuing 1) what
i~

given to the personality (Being), 2) to developing ane's

per'sonali t)' (Being-ic-Bec,omlng), through 3) valuing th.e ex
ternal accomplishments of one's act1vlty (Doing).

Man can

relate himsel.f to other groups by 1» ranking bis individual.
goals above loyalty to the group (Individual), 2} giving
supremacy to the group's goals (Collateral), and 3) including
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ordered succession of leadership in such a group (Lineal).
Positive (Future) or negative (Past) prejudice can be extended
towards change, or no prejudice at all (Present).

Towards

nature, man can fee,l in control of it (Over), subjugated to
it (Subjugated), or integrated and living in harmony with it
(With).

IG.uckhohn developed a

the relative strength of

8

q'~eationn8ire

which. measures

respondentia orderings of these

possible answers.
An Approach to

0~lture

Through Velue Orientations re

porta the rank-orderings of the values found in seven societies
before they were substantially affected by Western influence.
Florence Kluckbohn's questionnaire was used to

struct~e

this

probe into the orientations of the Tpobrland Islander,s, the
Alorese, the Hindus, the Tibetans, the Sherpas, the Japanese,
and the Penobscot Indians.

The tabulation of the orientations

of each society is followed by ao explication.
In the Trobrland Islands, lineal clans aod the Village
chief, , who loher! t,s his pos! tion, preside over the cycles
turning a8 they move througb their patterns, replicating the
past.

The lack of adjectives precludes comparis.ons;

and development can not ex1st with Being.
conneotions,

ohange

Without Linear

as'tery-of or SUbjugation -to N,a,ture 1s impossible.

Magical and ritual maintenance of world balance directs all
concerns.

Being is pref,erred as a solu.t1on to the problem of

modality of activity more than Doing.

The Lineal alternative

to mants relation to nature is dominant with Collaterality
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of sec,ond importance and thel Ind! vidual choice third.

The

Past Is ranked strongly over the Present Temporal orienta
tion, w1 th the Future '0rlentation hardly exlstact.
wlth-Natu~e

Harmony

dominates their Mastery-over-Nature orientation,

whicb is more significant than their Subjugation-to-Nature
orientation.
In Alor, the individual is isolated from group support,
and depends upon petty financial doings to gain status.

As

people, jockey for posl tion, the past is irrelevant and fo,r...
gotten.

ithout stable care or gUidance from anyone as a

child, the adult feels subjugated to the hostile flux of his
environment which he regards with rear and mistrust as he
fight,s and negotiates, for a living.

The Doing orientation

ranked over Being, Is coupled with the Individual orientation
dominating the

CQllate~al

and the Lineal.

The Present orien

tation ranked above the, Past, which was more ililportaot than
the Future.

Sub jugation-to-Nature ranked above the sec,ond .

place Harmony-w1th-Nature orientation.
For the Hindu villagers, this present universe bloomed
in fullest splendor millions of years ago.

Harkening after

that past form, obeying the hierarchal caste Qrder, fulfilling
oneself through occupatiQn o,r one's place in that order, and
taking care not to upset the Harmony of things outlive the
rule of life for the Hindus.

They rank Being above Dolng,

with Being-in-Becoming in an uncertain position.

~he

second
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place Collateral

~elational

orientation is ranked below the

Lineal and ab'o've the rodi vidual.

Pas t t iine, is most impor

tant, with the Future

unimportant.

l

or1entat~on

Harmorry-Wlth

is their maj:or attitude towards nature, ov,erlylng a second
ranked

f~el!ng

of Subjugation.

Be-ing subjugated to desires and the -rule of fa t,e as 1 t
was written ln the beginning, dominated by the clan, noble,
and religious hierarchy, and tied to Paat time, allows the
Tibetan rreedom only 1n Being-in-Becoming.

Being-in-Becoming

dominates Tibetan Activity orientations, and Doing has the
least importance.

They rank the Lineal Relational orIentation

above the Collateral which

~

above the Individual, and the

Past Temporel orientation above the Present, which Is' above
the Future.

SUbjugation-to-~8ture preponderates

over their

Harmony-wi th-Na ture feeli'ngs, which in turn are dominant over
their Mastery-of-Nature orientation.
As Sberpas herd their yaks through highland meadows,
they are self-reliant and unburdened with Past social rigidities
in their daily endeavors to create a living from the Himalayan
rocks and grass.

Respect for the individuals reigns in se

cular and religious pursuits.

Being-in-Becoming 1s ranked

above Being, whlch i,s ranked above, Doing.
Relational

o~1entat1on

The IncUvldu8I1.

is most important, and the Collateral

alternative is more important than the Lineal.

A

P~esent

Temporal orientation dominates the Past choice and the Future
is ranked in a third order of preference.

Master-over-Nature

is prominant above the Harmony-with-Nature position
_ , an d
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both dominate the Subjugated-to-Nature ros,siblIlty.
'The pres'sure for consensus in the Japanese hamlet, is
reflected in their conatant concern for balance with the
forces around them, focusing on present needs satisfied by
contemporary works.

'The Japanese rank Doing over 3e1ng, and

the Collateral Relational orientation over the Lineal which
is more important than the Individual orientation.

The

Present Temporal alternative is ranked above the Past, and
the third place Future al te,rna tl va.

Harmony-Wi tb-!la ture do-

minates the seoond ordered fee'ling of Subjugation and the t,h1rd
place Mastery-over-Nature possibility.
When the hunting and fishIng activities of the Penobscots
allowed them to

congrega~e

as a tribe, Lineally ordered clans

and chiefs presided over their activities.

Once the present

needs were taken care of through the control of the environ
ment given to them by their cultural hero, they were free to
tell stories and play games.

Being was ranked above Doing'

in this predominantly Lineally oriented tribe with a second
place Collet,eral and important third place ranking of Indiv
iduality.

The Present Temporal orientation dominated the

Past which WaS ranked above the ?uture alternative.

r"

a.stery

over-Nature was coupled wi th the s.econd pla·ce Harmony-wi th
~Iature

to overshadow the.!r feelings of Subjugation-to-Nature.

The final chapter is concerned with 1) correlations
between rank-orderings of value orientations, 2) the degree
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of similarity between

pre-~ 'estern

cultures

~'1d

the- industrial

culture of the United States as an index for predicting rapi1ity
of change, and 3) a critique of the

adequacy of Kluckbohn's

questionnaire for reaching into the value orientations of the
cultures comprising this study.

